
ABSTRACT

SANDERS, JOHNNY MICHAEL.  Mechanisms of Toxicity of Polybrominated
Diphenyl Ethers.  (Under the direction of Damian Shea and Tom Burka.)

Lower molecular weight polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) including

2,2',4,4'-tetraBDE (BDE47), 2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE (BDE99), and 2,2',4,4',5,5'-

hexaBDE (BDE153) have accumulated in the abiotic and biotic environment and

are detected in human tissues and fluids.  All three PBDEs are components of

commercial pentaBDE mixtures primarily used as flame retardants in

polyurethane foams.  PentaBDE mixtures are both dioxin- and phenobarbital-like

enzyme inducers and cause toxicity in rodents.  Therefore, studies were

designed to correlate biological effects with specific components of a pentaBDE

mixture, as well as search for congener-specific differences in metabolic fates

that could influence their toxic potentials.  Quantitative RT-PCR analysis

demonstrated that BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 had little or no ability to up-

regulate CYP1A1 gene expression in rat liver; therefore, are not dioxin-like.  GC-

MS analysis indicated that polybrominated dibenzodioxins and furans (PBDD/Fs)

were present in the pentaBDE mixture and individual PBDEs.  PBDD/Fs appear

to be responsible for dioxin-like effects in rodents exposed to pentaBDE

mixtures.  Conversely, PBDEs up-regulated CYP2B and CYP3A gene expression

in rats within the same order of magnitude as noncoplanar PCB153; therefore,

are apparent CAR and PXR agonists. 14C-Labeled BDE47, BDE99, or BDE153

were readily absorbed, retained in lipid, accumulated in tissues, and were slowly

excreted.  BDE99 was metabolized to the greatest extent; whereas, BDE153



underwent minimal metabolism.  BDE47 and BDE99 apparently induced their

own metabolism following repeated exposure and are probable substrates of

CYP2B.  Metabolism of BDE47 and BDE99 resulted in formation of reactive

intermediates in rats.  Conjugates derived from arene oxides are excreted in

urine and bile of BDE47-treated rats and conjugated bromophenols are excreted

in urine as a result of oxidative cleavage of the molecule.  BDE99 forms reactive

metabolite(s) capable of binding liver protein.  In summary, these studies have

shown that toxic response in rodents exposed to pentaBDE mixtures may

correlate with PBDE induction of CYP2B and CYP3A, congener-specific

formation of reactive metabolites, and the presence of contaminants capable of

inducing CYP1A1.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

1.1 PBDEs as flame retardants

There are nearly two million fires in the U.S. each year causing thousands of

injuries and deaths, e.g. 4000 deaths in the year 2000 (Kirk-Othmer 2006; BSEF

2006).  A fire occurs when heat ignites a fuel, such as polymer strands in flammable

materials.  Volatilizing fragments react with oxygen, thereby producing more heat,

further volatilization, and propagation of the fire.  The danger of fire has greatly

increased with the invention of synthetic polymers more flammable (easier ignition

and more rapid combustion) than natural substances containing cellulose, e.g.

cotton and wood.  Safe use of synthetic materials is only possible with the addition of

fire (flame) retardants that reduce the risk and hazard of fire by lowering either

ignition susceptibility or flammability.  Flame retardants are blended with, or

chemically bonded to, synthetic polymers and depending on their chemical structure

reduce either oxygen, heat, or fuel to the combustion process.  Chemicals used as

flame retardants include aluminum trihydroxide, antimony oxides, magnesium

hydroxide, organophosphates, and brominated or chlorinated chemicals.

Halogenated flame retardants are preferred over others due to greater efficiency and

subsequent lower volumes needed as additives to flammable materials.  Brominated

flame retardants (BFRs) are the most efficient and possess the most favorable

thermal stability of the halogenated products.  BFRs interfere with the chemistry of a

flame by forming radical species that compete with propagation of the combustion

cycle. Tetrabromobisphenol A, hexabromocyclododecane, ethane-1,2-
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bis(pentabromophenyl), and polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) are examples

of BFRs (Kirk-Othmer 2006).  PBDEs (see congeners in Figure 1.1 for general

structure) have been extensively used as additive flame retardants, i.e. are not

chemically bound to polymers; and have been produced as three distinct mixtures

based on bromine content (IPCS 1994; Kirk-Othmer 2006).  The three mixtures and

major uses are:  1. Decabromodiphenyl oxide (decaBDE mixture), containing ca. 97-

98% of the fully brominated congener BDE209, mainly used in high-impact

polystyrene.  2. Octabromodiphenyl oxide (octaBDE mixture) primarily consisting of

hepta- and octaBDEs, mainly used in acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) plastics.

3. Pentabromodiphenyl oxide (pentaBDE mixture) primarily consisting of congeners

with 6 or fewer bromines, mainly used in flexible polyurethane foam (IPCS 1994).

Reported world production in 2001 was ca. 56,000, 4000, and 8000 metric tons/year

for deca-, octa-, and pentaBDE mixtures, respectively (Birnbaum and Staskal 2004).

PBDEs have become ubiquitous environmental contaminants, detected in

soil, sediment, sludge, air, and biota (de Wit 2002).  PBDEs are found in human

tissues and fluids, including blood, milk, and adipose tissue (Table 1.1).

Retrospective time-trend studies using milk and serum as indicators, have shown

accumulation of specific PBDEs in humans (Meironyté et al. 1999; Sjödin et al.

2004).  Major PBDEs found in human samples are components of commonly used

commercial pentaBDE mixtures such as Great Lakes DE-71TM (DE71) and Bromkal

70-5DE™ (BK70).  The five most abundant congeners in BK70 and DE71 are listed

in Table 1.1 along with the major congener (BDE209) in decaBDE mixtures (IPCS
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1994; Sjödin, et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2006a).  2,2',4,4'-TetraBDE (BDE47) and

2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE (BDE99) (see Figure 1.1 for structures) make up 70-80% of

either BK70 or DE71 (Sjödin et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2006a).  The five major PBDEs

in BK70 or DE71 are the five congeners found at the highest concentrations in

human samples (Hites 2004).  When analyzed concurrently, these PBDEs are much

more prevalent in human samples than BDE209, historically produced at a much

higher volume (Table 1.1).  This trend is repeated in other biotic samples, although

in abiotic samples such as sediment and sewage sludge, BDE209, as might be

expected, is frequently detected at much higher levels than the lower brominated

PBDEs (deWit 2002).

The temporal increase in BDE47, BDE99, and other congeners of pentaBDE

mixtures in biotic samples has generated concern similar to that of several decades

ago for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) after discovery of accumulation of those

chemicals in the environment.  In 2001, the U.S. consumed 95% of the world's

production of pentaBDE; probably accounting for much higher concentrations of

PBDEs in U.S. citizens (total PBDEs = 35 ng/g lipid) over those in Europeans (total

PBDEs = 2 ng/g lipid) (Hites 2004).  Because of concerns about accumulation and

potential toxicity in humans, pentaBDE mixtures were banned in Europe in 2004

(Kirk-Othmer 2006).  The same year, voluntary cessation of production of

pentaBDEs was announced by the sole manufacturer in the U.S.  In theory, levels of

the highly lipophilic lower brominated PBDEs in biota will begin a downward trend in

Europe and the U.S., as have PCB levels since cessation of production in the 1970's
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(Kimbrough and Krouskas 2003; Kiviranta et al. 1999).  In fact, Sjödin et al. (2004)

states that PBDE concentrations in the Swedish environment are already on the

decline, probably due to their decreased use in Europe prior to 2004.  Others have

speculated that the continued use of the decaBDE mixture will contribute to

formation of lower brominated PBDEs upon debromination of the higher molecular

weight congeners.  However, there is little evidence in the literature supporting the

supposition that BDE209 degrades to either BDE47 or BDE99, the two prevalent

congeners detected in biota (Hardy 2005).
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1.2 Toxicity of PBDEs

It is obvious that humans are exposed to PBDEs, some PBDEs are capable

of accumulating in humans, and levels of these chemicals have increased over time

in some populations.  Therefore, it is important to determine the risk to humans

following exposure to PBDEs.  Based on toxicity information from in vitro and rodent

studies and structural similarity of PBDEs to PCBs and thyroxine (see Figure 1.1 for

structures), biological endpoints for toxicity of PBDE congeners could involve thyroid

hormone disruption, neurodevelopment effects, and cancer (McDonald 2002).  The

observance of neurodevelopmental deficits in rodents has resulted in concern that

developing human fetuses and infants could be sensitive to PBDE exposure

(Branchi et al. 2003).  Additionally, some investigations (described below) have

indicated that lower brominated PBDEs are dioxin-like.  Dioxins, such as 2,3,7,8-

tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD, see Figure 1.1 for structure) may cause

biochemical and toxicological effects such as teratogenesis, immunosuppression,

and tumor promotion in rodents (Mimura and Fujii-Kuriyama 2003). TCDD has been

classified as a human (Group 1) carcinogen by the International Agency for

Research on Cancer (IARC); however, this classification is controversial (Cole et al.

2003; Steenland et al. 2004).

 The concern associated with accumulation and potential toxicity of PBDEs in

humans has resulted in a large number of publications over the past five years

describing investigations of the effects of PBDE on biological systems.  For example,

an on-line search of the National Library of Medicine's Pub Med site
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(www.pubmed.gov) in January 2006 using the search term "toxicity and PBDE"

generated a list of 59 articles, only six of which were published prior to 2001.  The

following information describes pertinent toxicity studies of the major PBDE

congeners detected in humans.

Lower molecular weight PBDEs appear to be non-genotoxic.  A pentaBDE

mixture (presumably DE71 or a similar product) has been reported to be non-

mutagenic in Salmonella typhimurium with or without microsomal activation (IPCS

1994).  Further, BDE47 did not increase recombination frequency in the mammalian

SPD5 cell line at exposures up to 40 µg/ml; however, increases in SPD8 cells were

observed, but only at the high dose associated with 77 ± 15 % growth inhibition

(Helladay et al. 1999).  PBDEs appear to have low potential for immunotoxicity in

rodents.  Female mice receiving doses of 72 mg DE71/kg/day for 14 days (total dose

ca. 1 g/kg) by gavage had decreased antibody response to injected sheep

erythrocytes and decreased thymus weights (Fowles et al. 1994).  Effects were not

seen at 36 mg/kg/day.  Results of another study indicated no increase over controls

in either mitogenic activity or immunoglobulin synthesis in human lymphocytes

exposed to up to 10-5 M BDE47 (Fernlöf et al. 1997).  The carcinogenic potential of

lower molecular weight PBDEs has not been investigated, although there is some

evidence of carcinogenicity in rats exposed to a decaBDE mixture (NTP 1986).

Recent studies have indicated that pentaBDE mixtures and/or individual

congeners may cause developmental neurotoxicity and affect the reproductive

system in rodents.  Eriksson et al. (2001) administered single po doses of either
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BDE47 (0.7 or 10.5 mg/kg) or BDE99 (0.8 or 12.0 mg/kg) to 10-day-old male mice.

Behavior effects were measured 2 and 4 months later.  Both PBDEs affected

spontaneous behavior and learning and memory function; although, BDE99 was

more potent than BDE47.  In another study, pregnant mice received BDE99 at 0.6,

6, or 30 mg/kg/day, or Aroclor 1254 (a PCB mixture) at 6 mg/kg/day by gavage,

beginning on gestation day (GD) 6 and continued through post-natal day (PND) 21

of the offspring (Branchi et al. 2002).  Few effects on sensory-motor development of

pups were observed from PNDs 2 through 20.  However, in some instances BDE99

affected distance traveled and rearing (open-field tests) in pups from PNDs 34-120.

Effects of Aroclor 1254 were greater than those of BDE99 in this study.  There were

no effects of treatment on body-weight gain of pregnant rats, pregnancy duration,

proportion of successful deliveries, or pup sex-ratio.  Viberg et al. (2003)

investigated developmental neurotoxicity in male mice exposed to a single dose of

0.45, 0.9, or 9 mg/kg of BDE153 at PND 10 by testing spontaneous behavior

patterns 2, 4, and 6 months later.  There were no effects at the lowest dose;

however, effects were observed for all three age groups at the mid and high doses.

Learning and memory were affected in six-month-old mice treated with any one of

the three BDE153 doses on PND 10, as were nicotinic receptors (decreased 3H-

labeled substrate binding) at the high dose (9 mg/kg).  Kuriyama et al. (2005)

investigated neurobehavioral effects in rats following developmental exposure to

BDE99.  Rat dams received a single dose of either 0.06 mg or 0.3 mg/kg of BDE99

on GD 6.  Results indicated some delayed developmental landmarks (e.g. eye
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opening and eruption of incisors) and motor activity in offspring, mostly at the higher

dose.  Body and liver weights of offspring were unaffected by dam treatment.  Sperm

and spermatid counts in male offspring were reduced; however, other reproductive

parameters were unaffected, including sperm motility, testes weight, sexual

behavior, and reproductive ability to sire normal offspring of their own.  Reproductive

effects were also determined in female offspring either in that study or a similar one.

Using the same dosing protocol, Talness et al. (2005) reported that mitochondrial

morphology was altered in ovaries of offspring (age = PND 90) from treated rat

dams.  Pregnancy rates, number of implantation sites, and number of live fetuses

were normal for F1 female offspring mated with non-treated males.  However, a

higher rate of resorption in the uterus was observed in these rats.  Skeletal

anomalies were detected in two F2 offspring of F1 females developmentally exposed

to 0.3 mg/kg.

Some PBDE congener components of pentBDE mixtures appear to be

endocrine disruptors as demonstrated by studies showing PBDE-mediated

disruption of thyroid homeostasis and estrogenic and anti-androgenic effects.

Metabolites (purportedly hydroxylated) of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE100, competed

with thyroxine (T4) for human transthyretin, in vitro (Meerts et al. 2000).  Further,

hydroxylated PBDEs had affinity for human thyroid receptors, in vitro (Marsh et al.

1998).  Serum T4 concentrations decreased in female mice receiving single po

doses of DE71 as low as 0.8 mg/kg (Fowles et al. 1994); in female rats receiving

≥10 mg/kg/day, but not 3 mg/kg/day, of DE71 by gavage for 4 consecutive days
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(Zhou et al. 2001); and in female rats and mice receiving BK70 at 18 mg/kg/day for

14 days (Hallgren et al. 2001).  Liver weights increased, relative to body weight, in

the latter two studies.  Serum T4 was reduced in rat dams receiving 30 mg/kg/day of

DE71 by gavage from GD 6 through PND 21 and in the offspring of dams receiving

either 10 or 30 mg /kg/day (Zhou et al. 2002).  Body weights of treated dams or

lactating pups were not affected.  PBDEs, especially hydroxylated species, were

agonists of estrogen receptors in a human breast cancer cell line (Meerts et al.

2001).  Finally, anti-androgenic effects of DE71 were detected in male rats at high

doses (Stoker et al. 2005).  Only one treatment effect (increased serum LH) was

observed in adult rats at 60 mg/kg for 3 days by gavage.  No effects were observed

in rats receiving 3 or 30 mg/kg/day for 3 days.  Decreased weights of prostate and

seminal vesicles as well as delayed on-set of puberty were observed in young rats

receiving 60 or 120 mg/kg daily for 31 days beginning at PND 23.  Effects on

prostate, seminal vesicle, and Cowper's Gland weights were observed in rats

receiving 30-240 mg/kg from PND 53 to 61.  Liver weights increased and T4

concentrations decreased (relative to controls) in these animals.  DE71, as well as

BDE47, BDE99, BDE100, BDE153, and BDE154 competitively inhibited the

androgen receptor, in vitro at equimolar concentrations of 1.6 µM, but not 30 nM.
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1.3 PBDEs and enzyme induction

PentaBDE mixtures have been shown to induce cytochromes P450 (CYPs)

and UDP-glucuronosyl transferases (UDPGTs) in rodents.  Carlson (1980a)

demonstrated induction of both CYPs and UDPGTs in liver following 14 consecutive

daily doses by gavage to male rats of 100 µmol/kg of a commercial pentaBDE

mixture composed of 25, 58, and 13% tetra, penta, and hexa congeners,

respectively. The author concluded that PBDE-mediated CYP induction was

phenobarbital (PB)-like.  Other work by Carlson (1980b) indicated that this mixture

induced CYPs after daily administration of a dose of 0.78 µmol/kg to male rats for 90

days. The induction effect persisted for 30 days, but was reversible by 30-60 days

after administration of the last dose.  von Meyerinck et al. (1990) concluded that

BK70 was a mixed-type CYP inducer based on increased benzphetamine N-

demethylation (indicating induction of CYP2B) and benzo(a)pyrene oxidation and

ethoxyresorufin O-deethylation (EROD) (both indicating induction of CYP1A1) in

liver microsomes of rats receiving BK70 at doses of 50-100 mg/kg by gavage for up

to 28 days.  Pentoxyresorufin O-deethylation (PROD) activity (indicating CYP2B

induction) increased in liver microsomes of female mice receiving a single dose of

500 mg/kg of DE71 (but not 100 mg/kg) and after 14 daily doses of 18 mg/kg/day

(lowest administered dose) (Fowles et al. 1994).  EROD activity also increased in

liver microsomes of mice receiving the subchronic doses.  EROD and PROD

activities increased in rats and mice receiving BK70 at 18 mg/kg/day for 14 days, but

not as much as animals receiving Aroclor 1254 at 10 mg/kg/day (Hallgren et al.
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2001).  EROD, PROD, and UDPGT activities increased in liver microsomes of

female rats receiving DE71 by gavage at doses of 10-30 mg/kg/day for 4 days (Zhou

et al. 2001).  Similar increases in these enzymatic activities were observed in

microsomes of rat dams receiving 10-30 mg/kg/day (but not 1 mg/kg/day) from GD 6

through PND 21 (Zhou et al. 2002).  Increased EROD, PROD, and UDPGT activities

were observed in offspring at PNDs 4 and 14, but not 36.
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1.4 PBDEs and AhR-dependent mechanisms of toxicity

Induction of CYP1A1, as demonstrated in rodents following exposure to

pentaBDE mixtures, is a property of dioxin-like chemicals (Puga et al. 1992; Wilson

and Safe 1998; Nebert et al. 2000; Rose and Hodgson 2001; Mimura and Fujii-

Kuriyama 2003).  Toxicity of dioxins is intimately associated with their ability to bind

to the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) as shown in Figure 1.2.  The phenyl rings of

a dioxin molecule, such as TCDD (Figure 1.1), the most potent known AhR agonist,

exist in a planar conformation.  Planarity of a ligand is necessary for high affinity

binding to the AhR.  Normally an AhR molecule exists in a complex with other

proteins in cellular cytoplasm.  Binding of the AhR to a ligand results in dissociation

of these proteins and formation of a heterodimer with the AhR nuclear transporter

protein (ARNT).  The new complex acts as a transcription factor capable of binding

to DNA of a dioxin-responsive gene in a specific region known as the aryl

hydrocarbon, xenobiotic, or dioxin response element (AHRE, XRE, or DRE).  Dioxin-

like AhR agonists affect expression of genes containing DREs and as a

consequence may affect cellular homeostasis, leading to oxidative stress and

disruption of cell cycle control (Nebert et al. 2000).  Further, polycyclic hydrocarbons

may be bioactivated to carcinogens following binding to the AhR and subsequent

induction of CYP1A1 (Puga et al. 1992; Schrenk 1998).  Other enzymes are induced

through activation of the AhR, including CYP1A2, NAD(P)H:quinone oxidoreductase,

aldehyde dehydrogenase, UDPGTs, and glutathione transferases (GSTs) (Nebert et

al. 2000).  Exposure to chemicals other than chlorinated (or brominated) dioxins may
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result in dioxin-like toxicity mediated through activation of the AhR.  Examples are

planar molecules such as brominated and chlorinated dibenzofurans (see Figure 1.1

for general structure) (Birnbaum et al. 2003); or some PCB and polybrominated

biphenyl (PBB) congeners with low energy conformations that are coplanar

(Robertson et al. 1983; Giesy and Kannan, 1998).  These chemicals are assigned a

toxic equivalency factor (TEF) for risk assessment purposes based on relative

potency to that of TCDD (Safe 1994).  For example, 3,3',4,4',5-pentachlorobiphenyl

(PCB126, see Figure 1.1 for structure) is about 1/10th as potent as TCDD at

inducing CYP1A1; therefore, has a TEF of 0.1.

As previously described, some in vivo studies have indicated that PBDE

mixtures induce CYP1A1, an AhR-dependent effect requiring ligand planarity.

However, molecular mechanics calculations indicate that low energy conformations

of PBDEs are non-coplanar (Hu et al. 1994; Wang et al. 2005); therefore, PBDEs

should have little or no affinity for the AhR.  In particular, steric hindrance of ortho-

substituted bromines (all identified PBDEs in pentaBDE mixtures contain ortho-

substituted bromines) cause the phenyl rings to rotate around the carbon-oxygen

bonds to form the non-coplanar "skew" conformation as described by Hu et al.

(1994).  In contrast, results presented by Chen et al. (2001) demonstrated PBDE

affinity for the AhR, albeit weak relative to TCDD, leading the authors to the

conclusion that PBDEs contribute to total dioxin-like activity of environment samples.

Further, Villeneuve et al. (2002) demonstrated up-regulation of AhR-mediated gene

expression (again, weak relative to TCDD) by a non-ortho-substituted 3,3',4,4',5-
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pentaBDE (BDE126) at a concentration of 500 ng/ml using a luciferase assay with

rat H4IIE cells.  However, no effects were observed either at the next lowest

concentration (167 ng/ml), with another non-ortho-substituted congener, 3,3',4,4'-

tetraBDE (BDE77), or with ortho-substituted BK70 components, BDE47, BDE99,

BDE100 and  BDE153.  Based on these limited in vitro results, it could be concluded

that, contrary to structural indices, PBDEs, particularly those without ortho-

substituted bromines, have ability to assume co-planar configurations and have

affinity for the AhR.  If this conclusion is correct, then PBDEs could be considered to

be dioxin-like.  However, the most plausible explanation for measurable CYP1A1

induction in PBDE-exposed rodents is contamination of the dosing solutions by

dioxins and/or dioxin-like chemicals.  This explanation has been supported by Peters

et al. (2004), who concluded that PBDE congeners were not AhR agonists in H4IIE

cells based on observations of lack of EROD activity in cells exposed to highly

purified BDE77 and EROD activity observed in cells exposed to a less pure

preparation of BDE77.  The authors postulated that CYP1A1 induction observed in

PBDE studies was associated with activity of other molecules, speculated to be

polybrominated dibenzodioxins and furans (PBDD/Fs).  Pyrolysis of PBDEs can

result in formation of PBDD/Fs (Sakai et al. 2001; Weber and Kuch 2003); therefore,

it is not unreasonable to assume that PBDD/Fs would form upon production of

PBDEs and would be found as contaminants of PBDE preparations.  In fact,

Hileman et al. (1989) reported the presence of tetra-hexaBDFs in an unspecified

flame retardant product containing tetra-hexaBDEs (putatively a pentaBDE mixture).
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No analyses for dioxins or dibenzofurans have been included in prior rodent, or for

that matter in vitro studies, using BK70 or DE71 or their individual components.  This

is unfortunate due to the fact that some toxicity associated with PBDE exposure may

actually originate with exposure to dioxin or furan contaminants of the PBDEs used

in these studies.  Incorrectly labeling PBDEs as dioxin-like chemicals would lead to

erroneous assumptions for assessment of risk to humans.
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1.5 PBDEs and AhR-independent mechanisms of toxicity

PentaBDE mixtures induce CYP2B in rodents, a characteristic of PB (see

Figure 1 for structure) and of PCB congeners with ortho-substituted chlorines (Okey

1990; Waxman and Azaroff 1992).  PCBs enter the environment as mixtures of

different congener components, as do PBDEs (Giesy and Kannon 1998; de Wit

2002).  As previously stated, PCBs such as PCB126 have low energy conformations

that are co-planar and have dioxin-like affinity for the AhR.  In contrast, highly

chlorinated PCBs, (i.e. chlorines at the ortho positions) such as 2,2',4,4',5,5'-

hexachlorobiphenyl (PCB153, see Figure 1.1 for structure) have low energy

conformations that are non-coplanar; thus, have low affinity for the AhR (Kafafi, et al.

1993).  Induction of CYP2B by PB and non-coplanar PCBs is primarily mediated by

activation of the constitutive androstane receptor (CAR) (Waxman 1999; Dean et al.

2002; Handschin and Meyer 2003).  However, PCB153 and PB also activate the

pregnane X receptor (PXR), primarily responsible for induction of CYP3A enzymes

in rodents (Waxman 1999; Sueyoshi and Negishi 2001; Handschin and Meyer 2003;

Tabb et al. 2004).  PXR and CAR belong to the same nuclear receptor gene family

(NR1), are highly expressed in liver, and have broad specificity for xenobiotics

(Waxman 1999, Dussault and Forman 2002).  As shown in Figure 1.3, and

described in the previous references, known mechanisms of CAR activation in

rodents involve either ligand binding or signal transduction (protein phosphorylation

events) from the cellular membrane.  CAR then translocates to the nucleus.  PXR on

the other hand, appears to be directly activated in the nucleus following ligand
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binding.  Heterodimerization of CAR and PXR with the retinoid X receptor (RXR) is

required for DNA binding at the PB response element (PBREM) and xenobiotic

response element (XREM), respectively.  PXR and CAR are capable of reciprocal

activation of gene transcription, providing an explanation for activation of multiple

CYPs by some xenobiotics (Xie et al. 2000).  Interestingly, in contrast to CAR-

mediated induction of CYP2B gene expression in rats, many drugs induce CYP2B6

gene expression in humans through initial activation of response elements by PXR

rather than CAR (Wang et al. 2004).  Other proteins that are induced through

activation of CAR and/or PXR are the phase II enzymes, UDPGTs,

sulfotransferases, and GSTs; and transport proteins MDR1, MRP2, MRP3, and

Oatp2.  (Kretschmer and Baldwin 2005).  CAR and PXR are important for their

contribution to detoxication of xenobiotics in mammals and are thought to help

protect the integrity of the endocrine system.  However, toxicity can result from

bioactivation of xenobiotics through activation of these receptors. The analogous

PXR in humans is the steroid and xenobiotic receptor (SXR) (Tabb et al. 2004).

SXR (or hPXR) regulates CYP3A4 and is responsible for the metabolism of ca. 50%

of all drugs.  Tabb et al. (2004) demonstrated that activation of PXR by some

xenobiotics can be species-specific.  It was observed that non-coplanar PCBs,

including PCB153, bound hPXR, but inhibited expression of CYP3A4 mRNA in

primary hepatocytes and in colon carcinoma cells.  Further, CYP3A4 (protein)

expression was not induced in human hepatocytes; whereas, CYP3A1 expression

was induced in rat hepatocytes exposed to PCB153.  It is unclear as to whether
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PCB153 would antagonize human CAR.  Species-dependent activation/antagonism

of these receptors would impact assessment of risk to humans exposed to non-

coplanar PCBs, as well as PBDES.  In rodents, PBDEs, like non-coplanar PCBs, are

apparent CAR activators based on their ability to induce CYP2B.  There are no

apparent reports in the scientific literature assessing PBDE induction of CYP3A in

rodents; thus, their potential to activate PXR.  Further it is uncertain how PBDEs

would affect human CAR and/or PXR activity.

PBDEs and non-coplanar PCBs induce CYP2B, are apparent endocrine

disruptors and cause developmental neurotoxicity in rodents (for review of toxicity of

non-coplanar PCBs see Giesy and Kannan 1998).  Therefore, any information

describing the mechanisms of biological action underlying these toxic responses in

animals exposed to highly chlorinated PCBs might be applicable to the lower

brominated PBDEs.  Unfortunately, these mechanisms are not as well understood

as the AhR-mediated mechanism of toxicity of dioxin-like PCBs.  The

neurobehavioral response following developmental exposure to PCBs, as well as

PBDEs, is complicated by the fact that more than one mechanism of action may be

involved, including effects on thyroid homeostasis mediated through either AhR or

CAR activation (see below).  However, it has been suggested in the literature that

ortho-substituted PCBs, not dioxin-like PCBs, are primarily responsible for

neurotoxicity in rodents following developmental exposure to PCB mixtures.  For

example, non-coplanar PCBs decreased dopamine release and perturbed signal

transduction as evidenced by disrupted intracellular calcium homeostasis, inositol
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triphosphate (IP3) receptor binding, protein kinase C (PKC) translocation, and

arachidonic acid release in nervous system cell preparations (Kodavanti and Tilson

1997; Tilson and Kodavanti 1998; Kodavanti and Derr-Yellin 2002).  Howard et al.

(2003) demonstrated increased production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and

induction of apoptosis through effects on the ryanodine receptor (RyR) in non-

coplanar PCB-exposed hippocampal neural cultures.  Cells in the developing brain

of rodents exposed in utero or as neonates are though to be the most susceptible to

these potentially damaging effects.  Mechanistic information for PBDE neurotoxic

effects in rodents is sparse; however, DE71 has been shown to increase arachidonic

acid release and inhibit calcium uptake in mitochondria and microsomes of exposed

rat cerebellar granule cells with equal potency and efficacy to that of equimolar

amounts of the PCB mixture, Aroclor 1254 (Kodavanti and Derr-Yellin 2002).

Recently, Kodavanti et al. (2005) tested specific PBDE congeners including BDE47,

BDE99, BDE100, and BDE153 for their abilities to affect PKC translocation and

calcium homeostasis in cerubellar granule neuronal cultures.  All of the PBDEs

affected the two test parameters; however, results indicated that BDE47

accumulated to the greatest degree in cells, was the most active, and had equal

potency and efficacy to its PCB counterpart, PCB47.

Thyroid hormones are important regulators of brain development; therefore,

developmental neurotoxicity in fetuses and neonates may arise through disruption of

thyroid homeostasis by any of several possible mechanisms during critical

development windows of the central nervous system (Porterfield 2000).  A toxicant
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may alter thyroid hormone synthesis and secretion by acting directly on the thyroid

or brain, compete with thyroid hormone for thyroid hormone serum-binding or

membrane transport proteins, act directly on thyroid hormone receptors, or alter

expression of thyroid hormone-controlled genes that transcribe certain proteins in

brain tissue.  Hydroxylated PBDEs, as previously stated, have been shown to bind

human transthyretin and have affinity for human thyroid receptors (Marsh et al.

1998; Meerts et al. 2000).
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1.6 PBDEs and tumorigenesis

One mechanism of thyroid hormone disruption, that may or may not be

involved in developmental neurotoxicity, but is applicable to thyroid neoplasia in

rodents as described by McClain (1989), originates with induction of UDPGT by AhR

agonists or PB-like inducers of CYP2Bs.  T4 is metabolized and thereby inactivated

following conjugation with glucuronic acid catalyzed by UDPGTs.  Reduction of

serum T4 levels as a consequence of induction of UDPGT results in a compensatory

increase in TSH, potentially leading to thyroid follicular neoplasia over time.  As

previously described, DE71 has been shown to induce UDPGT in rodents following

repeated administration indicating that thyroid tumorigenesis would be a possible

outcome in rodents chronically exposed to pentaBDE mixtures in the mg/kg range.

However, this mode of action is not considered to be relevant to humans because of

differences in thyroid gland biochemistry and physiology from that of rodents

(McClain 1995). Therefore, such a response in rodents following PBDE exposure

should not indicate risk for thyroid neoplasia in humans.  There is no strong

evidence that enzyme inducers such as PB, TCDD, PCB mixtures, or PBDEs are

genotoxic (IPCS 1994; Whsyner et al. 1996; ATSDR 1998, 2000).  However,

exposure to non-genotoxic chemicals can result in tumor formation in liver either by

proliferative effects of initialized cells or by activation of promutagens by induced

enzymes (Lima and Van der Laan 2000). PBDEs would likely promote liver tumors in

a PB-like manner.  Fortunately, formation of liver tumors in rodents exposed to non-

genotoxic chemicals is generally considered to be a high-dose effect, and in many
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(or most) cases may not be relevant to humans exposed to lower concentrations in

the environment (Alden 2000).
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1.7 Metabolic fate of PBDEs and toxicity

It is well known that the toxic potential of a chemical may be influenced by its

in vivo fate.  A toxicant must be absorbed, distributed to the site of action, may be

activated by metabolism, and is affected by rates and routes of elimination (Gregus

and Klaassen 2001).  Thus, understanding the absorption, tissue distribution,

metabolism, and excretion (ADME) of a chemical in a whole biological system is

critical to understanding mechanisms underlying its biological effects.  Specifically,

toxicokinetic effects of the whole animal on the chemical may affect the

toxicodynamics of the chemical at the cellular level.  Given the importance of ADME

information for understanding mechanisms of toxicity of a chemical, surprisingly few

studies of the fate of PBDE components of BK70 and DE71 in mammals were

available in the scientific literature when reviewed by Hakk and Letcher in 2003 (see

Table 1.2).  The recognition of a lack of adequate ADME data for PBDE risk

assessment is evident by the appearance of several studies in the literature within

the past year and others that are currently in press or undergoing peer review.  It

appears that the earliest study describing toxicokinetics of a lower brominated PBDE

mixture (BK70) was conducted by von Meyerinck et al. (1990).  In that investigation,

groups of male and female rats receiving 300 mg/kg of BK70 by gavage were

sacrificed at intervals up to 70 days after dosing.  Concentrations of PBDEs (based

on bromine number without identification of specific congeners) were determined in

perirenal fat over time, allowing for calculations of half-lives in the tissue (assumed

to be the whole-body half-life). Half-lives for the single tetraBDE component were 19
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and 30 days, for males and females, respectively (a statistically significant

difference). Half-lives for two pentaBDE components and for two hexaBDE

components were 25-47 and 91-119 days, respectively.  No sex differences were

evident for congeners of 5 and 6 bromines.  Von Meyerinck et al. (1990) also

provided an HPLC chromatogram showing higher concentrations of tetraBDE and

hexaBDE, relative to pentaBDE, in fat at 70 days post-dosing than in the BK70

starting material.  These data are important in that they indicate potential differences

in the in vivo fates of PBDEs of varying bromine number.  The first studies

describing ADME of specific BK70/DE71 congeners, BDE47 by Örn and Klasson-

Wehler (1998) and BDE99 by Hakk et al. (2002), were limited.  Single doses of ca.

15 and 8 mg/kg for BDE47 and BDE99, respectively were administered to male

rodents only, and in the case of BDE-99 to rats only, even though the earlier 1998

study indicated differential ADME for BDE47 in rats and mice.  Results from these

two investigations showed that radiolabeled doses of either BDE47 or BDE99

administered to the rat were absorbed, distributed largely to adipose tissue,

somewhat metabolized, and slowly excreted, primarily in feces.  Interestingly, mice

excreted a large amount of BDE47-drived radioactivity in the urine, almost entirely

as the parent chemical; whereas, urinary excretion of dose was negligible in the rat.

Hydroxylated metabolites of BDE47 were detected in tissues and feces of rats and

mice.  Hydroxylated metabolites of BDE99 were detected in bile and feces of rats.

Marsh et al. (2006) identified specific hydroxylated metabolites of BDE47 in the rat

fecal extracts from the Örn and Klasson-Wehler work reported in 1998.  In an
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investigation of BDE99 metabolism in rats and mice conducted in our laboratory,

mice excreted more of a radiolabeled dose of BDE99 in urine than rats, but the

amount was much less than reported for mice receiving BDE47 (Chen et al. 2006b).

In rats, approximately 85% of a single dose of 1 µmol/kg was absorbed from the gut

following gavage, with ca. 40% of the dose excreted in feces within 24 hours.  There

was little or no effect of dose on absorption, tissue distribution, and excretion of

BDE99-drived radioactivity in the range of ca. 0.06-600 mg/kg.  BDE99-derived

metabolites were excreted in bile and urine, including conjugates of hydroxylated

species.  Metabolites originating from oxidative cleavage of the ether linkage and

debromination to tetraBDE were also observed.  Several pathways involved

apparent formation of reactive intermediates such as arene oxides.  As anticipated,

BDE99 accumulated in adipose, as well as all other tissues examined following

repeated administration of 0.6 mg/kg/day for 10 days.  Other studies of BDE47 and

BDE99 tissue distribution have recently been published.  An investigation of BDE47

toxicokinetics in mice extended the dosing range from 0.1-100 mg/kg and dose

routes to iv and dermal administration following single doses (Staskal et al. 2005).

The authors published a second study in which they administered 1 mg/kg of

unlabeled BDE47 to mice for 9 days then a 10th dose of radiolabeled BDE47 for

comparison to a similar single radiolabeled dose in their previous work (Staskal et al.

2006a).  Although not designed to quantitate accumulation in tissues, results of the

study suggested that toxicokinetics of BDE47 in the mouse were affected by

repeated dosing.  Darnerud et al. (2005) demonstrated that human coxsackievirus
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B3 altered tissue concentrations of BDE99 (po dose of 200 µg/kg).  Darnerud and

Risberg (2006) dosed male and female mice, including pregnant females, either

orally or by iv injection with radiolabeled BDE47, BDE85, or BDE99, at 20 nmol/g

then determined concentrations of radioactivity in tissues using whole-body

autoradiography.  The highest amounts of radioactivity were observed in adipose

tissues of adult mice; whereas distribution to fetuses seemed low.  Approximately

20% of an iv dose of either BDE85 or BDE99 administered at 2 nmol/g to lactating

dams was transferred through milk to pups.  Finally, Staskal et al. (2006b) dosed

mouse pups with a single dose of 1 mg BDE47/kg on selected days from PND 10 to

40, sacrificed them at various timepoints up to 10 days later, and determined

concentrations of BDE47-derived radioactivity in specific tissues.  Results indicated

that radioactivity was generally higher and persisted longer in tissues of young

versus those of adult mice.  Further, excretion of BDE47 in urine (initial 0-24 h after

administration) of mice dosed on PND 22 and 28 was significantly lower than that

observed for adult mice (ca. 100 days old).  The amount of BDE47 in urine of 40

day-old mice was similar to that of the older mice.  The authors theorized that

species-specific renal transport results in major excretion of BDE47 in mouse urine

(as opposed to minor excretion in rats) and suggest that the lower urine excretion of

BDE47 in very young mice was due to an immature transport system at that age.  It

could also be speculated that the effect was due to immature levels of major urinary

proteins or MUPs.  MUPs bind odorant molecules used for chemosensory signaling

among rodents, and can differ qualitatively and quantitatively between male and
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female rats and mice (reviewed by Cavaggioni and Mucignat-Caretta 2000).

Derman (1981) detected little or no transcription of MUPs in liver of 7-day-old mice,

in contrast to a ≥ 4000-fold higher transcription rate in liver of adults.
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1.8 Hypothesis

It is apparent from a review of the literature that the toxic potential of lower

molecular weight PBDEs to humans is uncertain.  Studies in rodents have indicated

that exposure to PBDEs could result in toxicity similar to that caused by TCDD and

other dioxin-like AhR agonists.  Conversely, these and other studies have also

indicated that exposure to PBDEs could result in toxicity mediated through AhR-

independent pathways similarly to that following exposure to highly chlorinated

PCBs.  Further, the toxic potential of the individual congeners could depend on their

individual in vivo fates.  Lastly, molecules other than PBDEs may be responsible for

some biological effects observed in rodents exposed to pentaBDE mixtures.

Therefore, the hypothesis of the present work is that the biological effects of a

pentaBDE mixture are described by the biological effects of specific components of

the mixture.  The representative pentaBDE mixture chosen for study was DE71, the

major pentaBDE mixture produced in the U.S.  The representative PBDE

components of DE71 chosen for study were:  1. BDE47, the major tetraBDE present

in both DE71 and humans.  2.  BDE99, the major pentaBDE present in both DE71

and humans. 3.  BDE153, a hexaBDE component of DE71 and the major hexaBDE

detected in humans.
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Table 1.1. Selected PBDEs in mixtures and human samples

ng/g lipid
BDE # Structure % (w/w) of BK70a Serumb Milkc Adiposed

47 2,2',4,4' 37 3 41 132
99 2,2',4,4',5 35 NDe 14 74
100 2,2',4,4',6 7 ND 8 68
153 2,2',4,4',5,5' 4 1 5 92
154 2,2',4,4',5,6' 3 <1 <1 8
209 decaBDE 0 <1 <1 ND

aData are from Sjödin et al. (1998).  bData are adapted  from Sjödin et al. (1999) and are medians
of 40 subjects of two occupational groups.  cData are from Schecter et al. (2003) and are means
of 23-47 subjects.  dData are from Johnson-Restrepo et al. (2005) and are means of 52 subjects.
eNot determined.
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Table 1.2. Studies of the fate of lower brominated PBDEs in rodents
Author Year Chemical Animala Dose

von Meyerinck et al. 1990 BK70 MR, FR 300 mg/kg, po, single
Örn and Klasson-Wehler 1998 BDE47 MR, MM 14.5 mg/kg, po, single
Hakk et al. 2002 BDE99 MR 8 mg/kg, po, single
Staskal et al. 2005 BDE47 FM 0.1-100 mg/kg, po, iv, and dermal,

single
Darnerud et al. 2005 BDE99 FM 200 µg/kg, po, single
Marsh et al. 2006 BDE47 MR 14.5 mg/kg, po, single
Darnerud and Risberg 2006 BDE47,

85, and 99
MM, FM 2 and 20 nmol/g, po and iv, single

Staskal et al. 2006a BDE47 FR 1 mg/kg, po, repeated
Staskal et al. 2006b BDE47 MM, FM

(pups)
1 mg/kg, po, single

Chen et al. 2006b BDE99 MR, FR
MM, FM

0.057-57 mg/kg, po and iv, single
and repeated

aMR = male rat, FR = female rat, MM = male mouse, FM = female mouse.
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Figure 1.1. Structures of chemicals described in the text.
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Figure 1.2. Depiction of gene transcription (e.g. increased CYP1A1 expression)

mediated through activation of AhR by TCDD.  See text for description of pathway.
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Figure 1.3. Depiction of gene transcription mediated through activation of CAR

and/or PXR (e.g. increased expression of CYP2B and CYP3A).  See text for

description of pathways.
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2.1 Abstract

Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), used as flame retardants, have

been detected in the environment and in mammalian tissues and fluids. Evidence

indicates that PBDE mixtures induce CYPs through aryl hydrocarbon receptor

(AhR)-dependent and -independent pathways. The present work has investigated

the effects of individual components of a commercial PBDE mixture (DE71) on

expression of CYP1A1, a biomarker for activation of the AhR (dioxin-like) and

CYP2B and CYP3A biomarkers for activation of the constitutive androstane and

pregnane X receptors (CAR and PXR), respectively, in the rat. Male F344 rats were

dosed orally on three consecutive days with either DE71, PBDE components,

2,2',4,4'-tetraBDE (BDE47), 2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE (BDE99),  2,2',4,4',5,5'-hexaBDE

(BDE153), representative polybrominated dibenzofurans (PBDFs) present in DE71,

or reference PCBs. Differential expression of target genes was determined in liver

24 h after the last dose. Quantitative PCR analysis indicated up-regulation of

CYP1A1 by DE71; however, the response was weak compared to that for dioxin-like

PCB126. Individual PBDE components of DE71 up-regulated CYP1A1 only at the

highest administered dose (100 µmol/kg/day). Representative PBDFs efficiently up-

regulated CYP1A1; therefore, they, along with other PBDFs and polybrominated

dibenzodioxins detected in DE71 and individual PBDE components, may be

responsible for most, if not all, dioxin-like properties previously observed for PBDEs.

Conversely, PBDEs appear capable of up-regulating CYP2B and CYP3A in rats at

doses similar to that for non-dioxin-like PCB153. These results indicate that in vivo
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PBDE-mediated toxicity would be better categorized by AhR-independent

mechanisms, rather than the well characterized AhR-dependent mechanism

associated with exposure to dioxin-like chemicals.
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2.2 Introduction

Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), used as flame retardants, have

accumulated in the environment and have been detected in humans (de Wit 2002).

PBDE concentrations in human adipose tissue range from ca. 1-500 ng/g lipid

(McDonald 2002).  Human intake of PBDEs in Sweden has been estimated at 51

ng/day, but may be higher in the U.S. (Darnerud et al. 2001; McDonald 2002).

2,2',4,4'-TetraBDE (BDE47) and 2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE (BDE99), major components

of the commercial flame retardant Great Lakes DE-71™ (DE71), are prevalent

PBDEs found in human tissues and fluids (Schecter et al. 2003; Sjödin et al. 2004).

BDE47, BDE99, and other PBDE components of DE71, e.g. 2,2',4,4',5,5'-hexaBDE

(BDE153) may be increasing over time in some human populations. (Sjödin et al.

2004).

 Administration of 10 mg/kg of DE71 for 4 days induced UDP-glucuronosyl

transferase (UDPGT) and decreased serum T4 in weanling female rats (Zhou et al.

2001).  Disruption of thyroid homeostasis may be attributable to enzyme induction

through aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)-dependent and/or -independent pathways

(McClain 1989). PBDE mixtures appear to be mixed-type monoxygenase inducers,

in vivo.  Repeated exposure to PBDE products similar to DE71 resulted in

phenobarbital-like and/or 3-methylcholanthrene-like induction in rats (Carlson 1980;

von Meyerinck et al. 1990).  Ethoxy- and pentoxy-resorufin-O-dealkylase activity

increased (indicating respective induction of CYP1A1 and CYP2B) in liver

microsomes of DE71-treated rats (Zhou et al. 2001).  Induction of CYP2B was
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detected in livers of mice five days following a single dose of 100 mg/kg of BDE47

(Staskal et al. 2005).

Induction of CYP1A1 indicates activation of the AhR; and planarity of

polyhalogenated chemicals such as dibenzo-p-dioxins is required for AhR binding

(Birnbaum 1994; Nebert et al. 2000; Mimura and Fujii-Kuriyama 2003).  However,

this well characterized structure-activity relationship does not explain apparent AhR

activation by PBDEs observed in previous in vivo experiments.  Diphenyl ethers,

including PBDEs (Figure 2.1), are non-coplanar (Hu et al. 1994; Wang et al. 2005);

thus, PBDEs should be poor AhR agonists.  The reference AhR agonist used in the

present study was 3,3',4,4',5-pentachlorobiphenyl (PCB126).  PCB126 is co-planar

(Figure 1), is one-tenth as potent as TCDD at inducing CYP1A1, and is capable of

producing dioxin-like toxicity, including carcinogenicity in experimental animals

(Okey 1990; Safe 1990; Kafafi et al. 1993; Giesy and Kannan1998; NTP 2005).

Phenobarbital-like induction of CYP2B by PBDEs indicates shared

mechanism(s) of actions with non-coplanar PCBs. PCB congeners with multiple

ortho-chlorine substitutions, e.g. 2,2',4,4',5,5'-hexachlorobiphenyl (PCB153), are

non-coplanar (Figure 1) and are poor AhR agonists (non-dioxin-like).  Non-coplanar

PCBs can elicit neurotoxic, carcinogenic, and endocrinal effects through AhR-

independent pathways (Giesy and Kannan 1998).  Non-coplanar PCBs presumably

induce CYP2Bs and CYP3As through respective activation of the constitutive

androstane and pregnane X receptors (CAR and PXR) (Waxman 1999; Dean et al.

2002).  Overlap of enzyme induction may occur due to "crosstalk" between the two
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receptors (Waxman 1999; Dussault and Forman 2002).  At present, data are lacking

for adequate characterization of risk to humans following exposure to non-coplanar

PCBs (Fischer et al. 1998).

Mechanisms of toxicity of PBDE mixtures and their individual components are

not fully characterized.  Investigations of the influence of metabolism and disposition

of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 on toxicity of these chemicals in rodents are

ongoing in this laboratory (Sanders et al. 2004; Lebetkin et al. 2004; Lebetkin et al.

2005).  However, gene expression changes may be more sensitive indicators of

potential adverse effects than measurements derived from metabolism and

disposition studies (Heinloth et al. 2004).  Therefore, differential expression of

selected PCB-target genes has been determined in the present study in rats dosed

with DE71 or individual components of DE71.  Expression of CYP1A1 was

investigated to assess dioxin-like properties of DE71 and individual PBDE

components.  Expression of CYP2B and CYP3A was investigated to assess non-

dioxin-like PCB properties of DE71 and individual PBDE components.  Finally, the

DE71 used in these studies was analyzed for the presence and activity of potential

AhR agonists other than PBDEs.  Results of this work will be useful for

characterizing risks involved as a consequence of human exposure to PBDEs in the

environment.
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2.3 Materials and Methods

Chemicals and chemical analysis:  DE71 used in these studies was obtained

from Great Lakes Chemical Corporation (West Lafayette, IN).  DE71 samples of

varying concentrations were diluted in chloroform and injected at 1 µl each (injector

temperature = 260°C) into an Agilent (Palo Alto, CA) model 6890 GC equipped with

a flame ionization detector.  A Restek (Bellefonte, PA) RTX 30 m x 0.35 mm column

was used.  The carrier gas was helium, delivered at a flowrate of 3 ml/min. Oven

temperature was initially 80° C for 1 min, increased to 200°C at 20°/min, increased

to 280°C at 10°C/min, then held at that temperature for an additional 10 min (total

run time = 25 min).  Retention times of peaks in DE71 were compared with those of

authentic PBDE standards obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.

(Andover, MA).  The identities of PBDE components of DE71 were further verified

using an Agilent 5973 mass spectrometer coupled to a similar GC system, with the

exception that the helium flow was reduced to 1 ml/min and the final temperature

hold time increased to 20 min (total run time = 35 min).  BDE47, BDE99, and

BDE153 used in these studies were obtained from Cerilliant (Round Rock, TX).

PBDE purities were determined using authentic standards, GC/MS systems

described above, and proton and 13C NMR spectroscopy.

GC/MS was used to search for the presence of polyhalogenated

dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans in DE71, BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153.

Polychlorinated dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans (PCDD/Fs) were determined

using a method with conditions and acceptance criteria similar to EPA Method 1613.
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Limits of detection (LOD) were 0.04 and 0.02-0.4 pg/g for 2,3,7,8-TCDD and 16

other PCDD/F authentic standards, respectively.  The system used for identifying

polybrominated dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans (PBDD/Fs) consisted of a VG

(Manchester, UK) Autospec mass spectrometer coupled to a Hewlett-Packard (Palo

Alto, CA) 5890 Series II GC.  Direct on-column injection volumes were 1 µl.  The

carrier gas was helium at 140 kpa. A DB-5MS 30 m x 0.32 mm column from J & W

Scientific (Folsom, CA) was used.  Oven temperature was held at 130°C for 2.5 min,

increased at 30°C/min to 210°C, increased at 3°C/min to 315°C, then held for 25 min

(total run time = 65 min).  Authentic standards of PBDD/Fs (including 2,3,7,8-

tetraBDF, 1,2,3,7,8-pentaBDF, and 1,2,3,4,7,8-hexaBDF used in the gene

expression experiments) were obtained from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.

Aliquots diluted in dibromomethane were spiked with four 13C-labeled 2,3,7,8

substituted PBDD/F internal standards and processed through acid/base silica and

two subsequent Florisil columns.  Following the second Florisil cleanup, the samples

were spiked with a 13C12-octachlorodibenzodioxin recovery standard.  Method blanks

contained no PBDD/Fs above their LOD, except for 2,3,7,8-tetraBDD, detected at

110 pg/g.  Internal standard recoveries ranged from 89 to 125% for DE71.  Matrix

spike recoveries were acceptable (93-129%) for PBDD/Fs except for

octabromodibenzodioxin, which was not detectable, and heptabromodibenzofuran,

which had a 52% recovery.

3,3’,5,5’-TetraBDE (BDE80) used in these studies was provided by Dr. Kun

Chae (NIEHS).  The material was the by-product of a copper-catalyzed coupling of
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p-methoxyphenol and 3,5-dibromophenylboronic acid (unpublished).  The proton

NMR (300MHz, CDCl3), 7.59 (d, J = 2 Hz) and 7.70 (t, J = 2 Hz), was consistent with

a symmetrical, meta-substituted diphenyl ether.  Purity was determined by HPLC

analysis to be > 98%.  The HPLC system utilized a Phenomenex (Torrance, CA) C18

RP column, with an isocratic mobile phase of 10% water and 90% acetonitrile at a

flowrate of 1 ml/min. BDE80, eluting at ca.16 min in the system, was monitored by

UV at 254 nm.

Dosing solutions and animal procedures:  DE71, PCBs, and PBDEs (except

BDE153) dissolved in acetone, PBDFs dissolved in nonane, or BDE153 dissolved in

1,4-dioxane, were added to corn oil.  Acetone and nonane were evaporated from

dosing solutions under a steady stream of N2.  The final volume of each dosing

solution was adjusted with corn oil to administer the dose in 5 ml/kg.  Vehicle

controls containing acetone, nonane, or 1,4-dioxane were similarly prepared.  Male

F344 rats of 200-260 g and 10-12 weeks old were dosed by gavage once daily with

one of the test chemicals (n=3/treatment group) for three consecutive days.  Each

rat was euthanized with CO2 24 hr after receiving the last dose.  Procedures

involving animals were carried out in accordance with institutional guidelines.  Doses

of test compounds are shown in Table 2.1, with the exception of a prepared mixture

listed as PBDE-mix in Table 2.4.  PBDE-mix delivered ca. 110 µmol/kg each of

BDE47 and BDE99 and ca. 10 µmol/kg of BDE153, approximating the amounts of

each congener in DE71-300.
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RNA isolation:  Immediately following sacrifice of a rat, a portion of the right

medial lobe of the liver was excised, diced, frozen in liquid N2, and stored at -80°C.

RNA was isolated from ca. 100 mg liver using Qiagen, Inc. (Valencia, CA) RNeasy®

Midi Kits according to the manufacturer's instructions.  The concentration and purity

of the isolated RNA was determined using a Nanodrop Technologies (Wilmington,

DE) ND-1000 Spectrophotometer.  Isolated RNA was determined to be of high

integrity using an Agilent Technologies (Palo Alto, CA) model 2100 Bioanalyzer.

Reverse transcriptase reactions and real-time PCR:  Each RNA sample was

diluted in water to 4 ng/ml and converted to cDNA using Applied Biosystem's (ABI)

(Foster City, CA) High Capacity cDNA Archive Kit according to the manufacturer's

instructions.  Real-time PCR (45 ng cDNA/well) was performed on an ABI Prism®

7700 Sequence Detector.  PCR conditions were as follows: denaturation for 10 min

at 95°C followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 sec and 60°C for 1 min.  Detection of

target gene amplification was performed using ABI Assays on DemandTM Gene

Expression primers and TaqMan® probes.  Primer/probes: Set #1 for rat CYP1A1.

Set #2 with primers straddling exons 1 and 2 and Set #3 with primers straddling

exons 8 and 9 of the gene sequence producing the splice variant for rat CYP2B1

(GenBank accession #J00719).  Set #4 with primers straddling exons 5 and 6 and

Set #5 with primers straddling exons 6 and 7 of the gene sequence producing the

splice variant for rat CYP3A1 (GenBank accession #X96721).

Data analysis:  Conformational analysis of the structures in Figure 2.1 was

performed using Cambridge Soft (Cambridge, MA) Chem 3D® software and
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MOPAC® Module.  The conformations depicted in Figure 2.1 represent energy

minima.  Gene expression data are presented in Table 2.2 as fold change in target

gene normalized to an endogenous reference gene (b-actin) and relative to vehicle-

treated controls by the method described by Livak and Schmittghen, 2001.  Data

represent the mean ± SD for 1-4 observations for each primer set for each of 3

rats/treatment group.  Vehicle controls containing possible residues of either acetone

or nonane had no effect on target gene expression and are combined in Table 2.4.

Statistical analysis:  Statistical analyses were performed using one-way

ANOVA followed by the Tukey-Kramer test for pair-wise comparisons (JMP

Statistical Software, SAS Institute Inc., Cary NC).  Values were considered to be

significantly different at p < 0.05.
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2.4 Results

GC analysis indicated that the DE71 used in these studies contained 36%

BDE47, 42% BDE99, and 3% BDE153. BDE47 was ca. 99% pure.  The purity of

either BDE99 or BDE153, was ca. 96%.  Conformational analysis predicted non-

coplanar configurations for the three PBDEs and non-dioxin-like PCB153, all

containing ortho-halogens (Figure 2.1).  A stable conformation for non-ortho

brominated 3,3',5,5'-TetraBDE (BDE80) was also non-coplanar.  In contrast, a stable

conformation for dioxin-like PCB126 was coplanar.

No signs of toxicity were observed in rats of any treatment group.  CYP1A1

expression in liver of rats receiving DE71 increased at a threshold between 3-30

µmol/kg/day (Table 2.2).  The fold increase in CYP1A1 expression was comparable

for 0.01 µmol PCB126/kg/day and a 30,000 fold higher dose of DE71 (300

µmol/kg/day).  CYP1A1 expression was weakly induced in liver of PCB153-treated

rats.  Up-regulation of CYP1A1 was observed in liver only after high dose (100

µmol/kg/day) treatment of BDE47, BDE99, or BDE153 to rats. Increased CYP1A1

expression correlated with increased bromine content of the three congeners.  In a

separate experiment (data not included in Table 2.2), the mean fold change (±SD) of

CYP1A1 expression was slightly greater in liver of rats receiving 10 µmol/kg of

BDE80 for three days (4.2 ± 3.2) than in rats receiving a similar dose of BDE47 (1.4

± 0.9)(corn oil-treated rats = 1.0 ± 0.2).

The threshold for induction of CYP2B  expression in liver of DE71-treated rats

was between 3-30 µmol/kg/day, resulting in a fold increase within the same order of
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magnitude as that following administration of 10 µmol PCB153/kg/day (Table 2.2).

Thresholds for induction of CYP2B expression by the PBDEs were between 1-10

µmol/kg/day. BDE153 up-regulated CYP2B to a greater extent than did BDE47 and

BDE99 at 10 µmol/kg/day, comparable to results for PCB153.  Transcriptional

activity was greater for CYP2B than for CYP3A following administration of DE71,

PBDE congeners, or PCB153.  The threshold for induction of CYP3A expression in

liver of DE71-treated rats was between 30-300 µmol/kg/day.  Thresholds for CYP3A

up-regulation by the PBDEs were between 10-100 µmol/kg/day, except for 1-10

µmol/kg/day for BDE153 using primer set #5.  Fold increases in expression of either

CYP2B or CYP3A were similar among PBDE high dose groups.

The commercial sample of DE71 was found to contain brominated chemicals

other than PBDEs (Table 2.3).  Several tetra through hexaBDD/Fs were identified in

DE71 and individual PBDE samples.  By weight, DE71 contained more PBDFs than

PBDDs.  The amount of PBDD/Fs in the PBDE samples correlated with an increase

in bromine number.  Only one PBDD/F was detected in BDE47, while BDE99

contained 4-5 PBDD/Fs.  The greatest number and concentrations of PBDFs were

detected in BDE153.  No PCDD/Fs were detected in DE71, BDE47, BDE99, or

BDE153.

The relative contribution of DE71 components, 2,3,7,8-tetraBDF, 1,2,3,7,8-

pentaBDF, or 1,2,3,4,7,8-hexaBDF, to observed CYP1A1 up-regulation in these

studies was investigated.  Results demonstrated that increased CYP1A1 expression

in liver of treated rats correlated with decreased bromine content of the administered
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PBDFs (Table 2.4).  The tetraBDF was the most potent furan, with the dioxin-like

response similar to that for an equimolar dose of PCB126.  A group of rats dosed

with a combination of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 in amounts similar to those

contained in DE71-300 was included in this experiment to investigate the possibility

of greater-than-additive effects of the three congeners on CYP1A1 up-regulation in

DE71-treated rats.  Results indicated much lower expression of CYP1A1 in liver of

rats dosed with the prepared mixture than in liver of rats dosed with the DE71 high

dose (Table 2.4).
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2.5 Discussion

BDE47, BDE99, or BDE153 contributed little to the observed increase in

CYP1A1 expression in liver of rats treated with DE71.  CYP1A1 expression

increased over that of controls only after high dose (100 µmol/kg/day) administration

of each individual congener.  Further, CYP1A1 expression was weak (23 ± 5 fold

increase) in liver of rats dosed with a combination of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 in

amounts similar to those in the DE71 high dose (ca. 80% bromine content), relative

to the response (2600 ± 1200 fold increase) in livers of rats treated with the DE71

high dose.  Clearly, other components are more responsible for dioxin-like properties

of DE71.  3,3',5,5'-TetraBDE (BDE80) was used to test the hypothesis that a PBDE

lacking ortho-bromines could assume a coplanar conformation and have appreciable

affinity for the AhR.  However, the increase in CYP1A1 expression was minimal in

liver of BDE80-treated rats, indicating that the PBDE congener resists coplanarity at

physiological conditions.  The present work supports in vitro data suggesting PBDE

congeners are poor AhR agonists (Chen et al. 2001; Peters et al. 2004).  Given the

weight of evidence, current levels of exposure to PBDEs such as BDE47 and

BDE99, may pose little or no risk of dioxin-like toxicity to humans.

Peters et al. (2004) postulated that CYP1A1 induction observed in studies of

PBDE mixtures was due to molecules other than PBDEs; putatively PBDD/Fs.

PBDD/Fs can bind to the AhR and have been shown to exhibit TCDD-like toxicity in

experimental animals (Birnbaum et al. 2003).  PBDFs have previously been detected

in some PBDE mixtures. For instance, an unspecified commercial product containing
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tetra- through hexaBDEs was found to contain up to 2-4 ppm each of various tetra-,

penta-, and hexaBDFs (Hileman et al. 1989).  However, to the best of our

knowledge, the presence of PBDD/Fs in the DE71 product has never been reported.

Analytical results presented here confirm the presence of PBDD/Fs in both DE71

and the individual PBDEs used in our investigations.  It is probable that DE71 and

some PBDE components used in previous studies were contaminated with

PBDD/Fs.

In the present study, the BDE47 high dose contained little or no PBDD/Fs and

had minimal ability to up-regulate CYP1A1.  The BDE99 high dose was intermediate

among the PDBE high doses in both PBDD/F content and ability to up-regulate

CYP1A1.  The BDE153 high dose contained the highest amounts of PBDD/Fs and

up-regulated CYP1A1 to a greater extent than did the other PBDE doses.  These

results provide indirect evidence for PBDD/F involvement in CYP1A1 up-regulation

following PBDE administration.  Direct evidence was obtained by investigating

induction of CYP1A1 expression in liver following administration of three PBDF

components of DE71 to rats.  All three furans (a tetra-, penta-, and hexaBDF)

significantly increased CYP1A1 expression over that of controls.  2,3,7,8-TetraBDF

was, by far, the most potent of the three furans in up-regulating CYP1A1, and the

most comparable to PCB126 in activity.  The doses of PBDFs used to survey for this

dioxin-like response were higher than their concentrations in the DE71 dosing

solutions.  Assuming the dose-response curve is hyperbolic, linear extrapolation of

high dose response to zero would underestimate CYP1A1 up-regulation by lower
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concentrations of PBDD/Fs in DE71.  It must also be pointed out that the present

analysis of DE71 was limited to the availability of specific PBDD/Fs authentic

standards.  Therefore, it is likely that unidentified PBDD/Fs are present in the

mixture that would contribute to CYP1A1 expression in DE71-treated rats.

Lower molecular weight PBDEs appear to share AhR-independent

mechanism(s) of action with non-coplanar PCBs.  PBDEs and PCB153 up-regulated

CYP2B and CYP3A gene expression in livers of treated rats; thus, are apparent

CAR and PXR agonists.  Biological effects observed in rodents exposed to high

doses of PBDE may be rationalized by well-characterized effects of phenobarbital-

type inducers.  For instance, phenobarbital induction of UDPGTs in rodents is

associated with disruption of thyroid homeostasis and thyroid neoplasia (McClain

1989).  PBDEs are capable of altering thyroid hormone levels in rodents, but the

response appears to occur at doses higher than environmental exposures to

humans (McDonald 2002).  Further, there is no apparent correlation with

environmental exposure to phenobarbital-type inducers and thyroid neoplasia in

humans (McClain 1995).  However, thyroid hormone is critical to normal brain

development in mammals and altered thyroid hormone levels may relate to

neurodevelopmental toxicity observed in rodents following exposure to either non-

coplanar PCBs or PBDEs (Fischer et al. 1998; Porterfield 2000; Eriksson et al. 2001,

2002).  Additionally, AhR-independent mechanisms involving disruption of cell

signaling and/or intracellular calcium homeostasis may contribute to observed

neurotoxicity in rodents treated with PBDEs or non-coplanar PCBs (Fischer et al.
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1998; Tilson and Kodavanti 1998; Koavanti and Derr-Yellin 2002; Kodavanti 2003).

The relevance of these data to humans, particularly following perinatal exposure, is

uncertain.

BDE153 appeared to be the most potent phenobarbital-type inducer among

the three DE71 PBDE components, up-regulating CYP2B and CYP3A to a greater

extent than the other congeners at 10 µmol/kg/day.  Increased expression of these

genes by BDE153 may be due to the presence of more BDE153-derived material

and less BDE47- or BDE99-derived material in liver following equivalent doses to

rats.  This is supported by dosimetry data (unpublished) from our laboratory showing

more BDE153 (2.8 ± 0.5 nmol equivalents/g) than either BDE47 or BDE99 (0.7 ± 0.1

and 0.9 ± 0.1 nmol equivalents/g, respectively) in liver of rats receiving equimolar

doses (3 consecutive daily doses of 1 µmol/kg).  There was little difference in either

CYP2B or CYP3A expression between the PBDEs at the high dose (100

µmol/kg/day), perhaps indicating saturation of the induction response at or below

that dose for all three congeners.

In conclusion, results presented here indicate that major PBDE components

of DE71 are poor AhR agonists and should contribute little, if any, dioxin-like

properties to DE71.  Other components of DE71, specifically PBDD/Fs, may be

responsible for up-regulation of CYP1A1 following administration of the mixture to

rats.  The presence of these minor components should be considered in future

studies and in risk characterization of products containing PBDEs.  Conversely,

biological pathways affected by exposure to non-dioxin-like PCBs may be similarly
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affected by exposure to PBDEs in the environment.  Work is needed to characterize

AhR-independent effects on biological systems following exposure to PBDEs,

particularly at doses relevant to human exposure.
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Table 2.1. Doses of test chemicals administered to ratsa

Chemical Designation µmol/kg/day mg/kg/day

PBDE mixture 

2,2',4,4'-TetraBDE 

3,3',5,5'-TetraBDE 

2,2',4,4',5-PentaBDE 

2,2',4,4',5,5'-HexaBDE 

3,3',4,4',5-PentaCB 

2,2',4,4',5,5'-HexaCB

2,3,7,8-TetraBDF

1,2,3,7,8-PentaBDF

1,2,3,4,7,8-HexaBDF

DE71

BDE47

BDE80

BDE99

BDE153

PCB126

PCB153

TetraBDF

PentaBDF

HexaBDF

3b, 30, 300

1, 10, 100

10

1, 10, 100

0c, 1, 10, 100

0.001, 0.01

10

0.01

0.01

0.01

1.5, 15, 150

0.49, 4.9, 49

4.9

0.57, 5.7, 57

0.0, 0.6, 6.4, 64

0.0003, 0.003

3.6

0.005

0.006

0.006

aBy gavage at a volume of 5 ml/kg. bA theoretical MW of 500 was used to calculate the µmol DE71
values. DE71-3, 30, and 300 contained ca. 1, 10, and 100 µmol BDE47/kg, respectively.c BDE153-0
contained 0.4 mmol 1,4-dioxane/ml; other BDE153 dosing solutions contained 0.01-0.4 mmol 1,4-
dioxane /ml.
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Table 2.2. Fold change in expression of target genes in liver

CYP1A1 CYP2B CYP3ATreatment

1a 2 3 4 5
Corn oil 1.0 ± 0.1b 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.5
PCB126-0.01c 4200 ± 1100* 0.3 ± 0.1# 0.4 ± 0.1# 1.1 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.5
PCB153-10 3.8 ± 3.0* 20 ± 7* 15 ± 7* 2.9 ± 0.7* 3.3 ± 1.0*

DE71-3 1.2 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 1.2 2.1 ± 1.2
DE71-30 85 ± 51* 17 ± 5* 14 ± 6* 2.4 ± 1.1 5.5 ± 3.4
DE71-300 3500 ± 50* 45 ± 8* 36 ± 10* 17 ± 4* 19 ± 4*

BDE47-1 0.8 ± 0.2 1.6 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 0.2 1.0 ± 0.7 1.5 ± 0.5
BDE47-10 1.4 ± 0.4 4.7 ± 1.5* 2.7 ± 1.0* 1.1 ± 0.1 1.5 ± 0.2
BDE47-100 2.4 ± 1.2* 34 ± 3* 16 ± 2* 3.4 ± 0.6* 4.6 ± 0.6*

BDE99-1 1.1 ± 0.2 0.9 ± 0.3 0.9 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.5 0.7 ± 0.2
BDE99-10 1.4 ± 0.5 4.0 ± 1.0* 2.2 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.7 1.4 ± 0.3
BDE99-100 8.1 ± 3.4* 25 ± 1* 14 ± 3* 3.9 ± 0.6* 5.3 ± 1.2*

BDE153-0 0.7 ± 0.3 0.4 ± 0.2 0.4 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.2
BDE153-1 0.7 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 1.1 1.9 ± 0.9 1.2 ± 0.3 1.4 ± 0.4
BDE153-10 1.0 ± 0.4 17 ± 6* 11 ± 2* 1.6 ± 1.4 4.5 ± 1.2*
BDE153-100 19 ± 4* 27 ± 10* 19 ± 4* 5.9 ± 1.7* 6.4 ± 3.5*

aPrimer/probe set. See Materials and Methods for identification. bValues are the mean ± SD of 1-4
observations for each of 3 rats/treatment group receiving 5 ml/kg by gavage. cSee Table 1 for dose
identification. *The mean is significantly higher than that of the corn-oil treated group. #The mean is
significantly lower than that of the corn-oil treated group.
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Table 2.3. Concentrationa of PBDDs and PBDFs in PBDEs
 used in this study

Chemical LOQb LODc DE71 BDE47 BDE99 BDE153
2,3,7,8-TetraBDD 140 7.02 130d 116d 394 4190
1,2,3,7,8-PentaBDD 1750 119 BLODe BLOD BLOD 2840
HexaBDDsf 3500 30.2 41.3d BLOD BLOD 337d

2,3,7,8-TetraBDF 1400 144 3680 BLOD 3730 10300
1,2,3,7,8-PentaBDF 7000 955 19800 BLOD 4540d 7120
2,3,4,7,8-PentaBDF 7000 893 5380d BLOD BLOD 3280d

HexaBDFsg 5600 34.7 43100 BLOD 321d 1740d

apg/g, determined by GC/MS. bLimit of quantitation. cLimit of detection. dConcentration was
between LOD and LOQ and should be viewed as an estimate only. eBelow LOD. f1,2,3,4,7,8- and
1,2,3,6,7,8-HexaBDD.  g1,2,3,4,7,8- and 1,2,3,6,7,8-HexaBDF.
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Table 2.4. Expression of CYP1A1 in liver

Treatment Fold change
Vehicle controls 1.0 ± 0.2a

PCB126-0.001b 250 ± 50
PCB126-0.01 4200 ± 1400
PBDE-mixc 23 ± 5

DE71-3 1.4 ± 0.6
DE71-30 120 ± 110

DE71-300 2600 ± 1200
TetraBDF 5200 ± 1900
PentaBDF 470 ± 50
HexaBDF 10 ± 3

aValues are the mean ± SD of one observation for each of 3 rats, except for vehicle controls
where n = 5 rats. bSee Table 1 for dose identification.  cPrepared mixture of BDE47, BDE99, and
BDE153 proportional to their amounts in DE71-300.
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Figure 2.1.  Low energy conformations of PBDE and PCB test chemicals.
Bromine atoms are brown. Chlorine atoms are green. Oxygen atoms are red.
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3.1 Abstract

The metabolism and disposition of 14C-labeled 2,2',4,4'-tetrabromodiphenyl ether

(BDE47) were investigated in F344 rats and B6C3F1 mice.  Approximately 75-85%

of 1 µmol BDE47/kg was absorbed following po administration to either rats or mice.

Sex and species differences were observed in tissue distribution and excretion of

BDE47-derived radioactivity.  Absorption and distribution of 14C to major tissues

were dose-proportional in male rats from 0.1-1000 µmol/kg.  BDE47-derived

radioactivity increased in all rat and mouse tissues examined following repeated

daily doses of 1 µmol/kg.  Accumulation of 14C in tissues of mice was less than in

corresponding rat tissues.  Glutathione conjugates of BDE47 were excreted in rat

bile.  A glucuronide and a sulfate conjugate of 2,4-dibromophenol were detected in

urine of BDE47-treated rats.  BDE47 appears to induce its own metabolism.

Increased formation of reactive metabolites over time may correlate with

toxicological effects in BDE47-treated rodents.
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3.2 Introduction

The use of polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDEs) as flame retardants has

led to accumulation of these chemicals in the environment as well as in mammalian

tissues and fluids (reviewed in de Wit 2002 and Birnbaum and Staskal 2004).

Retrospective time-trend studies of milk and serum samples indicate accumulation

of PBDEs, particularly 2,2',4,4'-tetrabromodiphenyl ether (BDE47) in humans

(Meironyté et al. 1999; Sjödin et al. 2004).  BDE47 is a major component of lower

molecular weight PBDE flame retardants, such as the commercial flame retardant

product Great Lakes DE-71TM (DE71).  PBDE mixtures of this type contain up to 60%

pentabrominated congeners (primarily 2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE), up to 38%

tetrabrominated congeners (primarily BDE47) and smaller amounts (<10%) of

hexabrominated congeners (de Wit 2002, Birnbaum and Staskal 2004).

Biological endpoints for PBDE-mediated toxicity may include thyroid hormone

disruption, neurodevelopment deficits, and cancer (McDonald 2002).  Exposure to

DE71 resulted in decreased serum levels of thyroid hormone T4 in rats and mice

(Fowles et al. 1994; Zhou et al. 2001, 2002).  Hydroxylated PBDEs have been

shown to bind to transthyretin and thyroid hormone receptors in vitro and can be

estrogen receptor ERa and ERb agonists (Marsh et al. 1998; Meerts et al. 2000,

2001).  Recent studies indicate that BDE47 and 2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE (BDE99) can

cause developmental neurotoxicity in rodents (Eriksson et al. 2001, 2002).  PBDEs

appear to be non-genotoxic, but could be tumor promoters, as are some non-

genotoxic PCBs and dioxins (IPCS 1994; ATSDR 1998, 2000).  A National
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Toxicology Program (NTP) bioassay showed some evidence of carcinogenicity in

rats exposed to a higher molecular weight PBDE mixture (NTP 1986).  There are no

published carcinogenicity studies for lower molecular weight PBDEs.  The potential

for toxicity of PBDEs in humans is uncertain.  Consequently, the NTP is planning

studies to characterize toxicity, including carcinogenicity, of a representative lower

molecular weight PBDE mixture, such as DE71, in rodent models.

A first step in elucidating mechanisms of toxicity of a chemical is determining

its absorption, tissue distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME, metabolism and

disposition) in an intact biological system (Gregus and Klaassen 2001).  Toxic

responses to DE71 exposure could be associated with any one or more congener

components; therefore, it is important to characterize the ADME of as many of those

components as possible.  However, ADME data for PBDEs are limited.  An

investigation of BDE47 metabolism and disposition in male Sprague-Dawley rats

and C57B1 mice following a single dose of ca. 15 mg/kg indicated that BDE47 was

absorbed and distributed primarily to adipose tissue (Örn and Klasson-Wehler

1998).  Small amounts of hydroxylated metabolites were found in rat and mouse

feces and some tissues.  A major difference between the rat and mouse was

associated with dose excretion.  Cumulative five-day excretion of BDE47 in feces

was ca. 15% for both species.  However, mice excreted 33% total dose, whereas

rats excreted less than 1% total dose in urine within 5 days post-dosing.  A recent

study confirmed adipose tissue as a major depot for, and urinary excretion as a
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major elimination route of BDE47 following oral administration of single doses of

BDE47 to female C57BL/6J mice (Staskal et al. 2005).

ADME studies of DE71 components BDE47, BDE99, and 2,2',4,4',5,5'-

hexaBDE (BDE153) in rodents are ongoing in our laboratory. The present work was

designed to investigate potential sex and species differences in BDE47 metabolism

and disposition.  Experiments were also conducted in male rats to search for dose-

response thresholds that could influence toxicity of BDE47.  Further, the potential for

accumulation of BDE47 and/or metabolites in tissues as well as effects of other

PBDEs on BDE47 disposition and metabolism have been investigated following

administration of repeated daily doses to male rats or mice.
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3.3 Materials and Methods

Dosing solutions:  Radiolabeled (phenyl-14C) 2,2',4,4'-tetrabromodiphenyl

ether (BDE47) was obtained from NEN Life Science Products (Boston, MA).

Radiochemical purity was 99%.  Unlabeled BDE47 (purity = 99%) was obtained from

Cerilliant (Round Rock, TX). DE71 (containing 36% BDE47) was obtained from

Great Lakes Chemical Corp. (West Lafayette, IN).  Dosing solutions for po

administration of either 0.1, 1, 10, 100, or 1000 µmol/5 ml corn oil/kg (ca. 0.05 to 500

mg/kg) were made by dissolving BDE47 (radiolabeled and unlabeled as needed) in

acetone, adding corn oil, then evaporating the acetone under a steady stream of

nitrogen.  An aqueous-based dosing solution (1 µmol/kg) was made for iv

administration (1 ml/kg) by adding BDE47 in acetone to Cremophor EL (Sigma, St.

Louis, MO), evaporating the acetone with nitrogen, then adding ethanol and water

for a final ratio of 1:1:3 Cremophor EL:ethanol:water (v/v/v). 14C-labeled BDE47 and

DE71, both in acetone, were added to corn oil and the acetone was evaporated to

administer a total of 1 µmol BDE47/kg/5 ml by gavage.  The additional BDE47 only

minimally changed the composition of DE71 as indicated by a proportional change in

BDE47 relative to BDE99 from 1:1.2 to 1:1.  Doses were administered at ca. 36.5

µCi/kg, with the exception of 0.1 µmol BDE47/kg and DE71 (containing 14C-labeled

BDE47), administered at ca. 3.65 µCi/kg each.

Animals:  Male (194-288 g) and female (138-145 g) F344 rats were obtained

from Charles River Laboratories (Raleigh, NC or Portage, MI). Male (25-31 g) and

female (21-22 g) B6C3F1 mice were obtained from Taconic (Germantown, NY).  The
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age range of animals (n=3-5/treatment group) was 2.3-3.5 months.  Procedures

involving animals were carried out in accordance with institutional guidelines.

Disposition experiments:  Rats and mice received single doses of 1 µmol/kg

by gavage to investigate species- or sex-related differences in BDE47 metabolism

and disposition.  Dose-response characteristics were investigated in male rats by

administering single doses of 0.1 to 1000 µmol/kg.  Single iv injections of 1 µmol/kg

were administered into tail veins of male rats and mice for estimating the extent of

absorption of BDE47 following po administration of a similar dose.  Accumulation of

BDE47 in tissues and effects on ADME parameters following repeated exposure

was investigated by administering 0.1 µmol/kg by gavage to male rats for 1, 5, and

10 consecutive days.  An additional group of male rats, as well as a group of male

mice received 1 µmol/kg each by gavage for 10 consecutive days.  The effect of

other components in the commercial DE71 flame retardant on the ADME of BDE47

was investigated by dosing rats with either 1 or 10 consecutive daily doses of DE71

containing radiolabeled BDE47.  All treated animals were placed into individual

metabolism cages for the collection of cumulative urine and feces 24 hr post-dosing.

Food (NIH #31) and water were provided for ad libitum consumption.  All animals in

these, and biliary excretion studies described below, were euthanized with CO2 24 hr

post-dosing (following either a single dose or the last of consecutive daily doses),

then necropsied. Aliquots of urine (20-50 µl), in Ecolume (ICN, Costa Mesa, CA)

were analyzed in a Beckman Coulter (Fullerton, CA) model LS6500 model

scintillation counter for 14C content.  Feces and tissue aliquots (up to 100 mg) were
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combusted in a Packard model 307 biological tissue oxidizer (Perkin Elmer Life and

Analytical Sciences, Boston, MA) for determination of 14C content by scintillation

counting.  Fecal excretion data include BDE47-derived radioactivity present in the

large intestine at time of sacrifice.  All tissue weights were determined

gravimetrically, except blood, adipose tissue, skin, and muscle, estimated at 8, 11,

16, and 50 % total body weight, respectively.

Procedure for collecting bile:  Bile was collected from male F344 rats for

determination of biliary excretion of dose and characterization of 14C by HPLC

analysis.  Each F344 rat (n=3) was anesthetized with 50 mg/kg pentobarbital ip at a

dose volume of 1 ml/kg.  A midline incision was made and the bile duct was isolated,

distally ligated, and punctured with a 25 gauge needle.  A beveled PE10 cannula

was inserted through the puncture site into the bile duct for approximately one

centimeter and secured with a suture.  Flow of bile was confirmed and the incision

was closed with wound clips.  Following iv administration of 1 µmol BDE47/ml/kg into

a tail vein, bile was collected on ice at timepoints up to 6 hr.  Following collection,

bile was counted for total radioactivity (10 µl aliquots) and stored at -80°C for later

analysis by HPLC.  One additional rat received an iv dose of approximately 80

µmol/kg to maximize the amount of BDE47-derived material in bile for analysis by

ESI-MS (see below).  BDE47 was solubilized in the dosing solution with the addition

of ca. 20% (by volume) 1,4-dioxane.  Rats were placed on heated pads (40° C)

changed hourly to maintain a constant body temperature throughout surgery and bile

collection.  Additional heat was provided by a 75 W incandescent light placed above
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the supine animals.  The body temperature of the rats, monitored hourly, ranged

from 35-38° C.  Each rat remained anesthetized throughout the entire procedure as

a result of hourly ip injections of 0.1 ml pentobarbital.  Concurrent ip injections of

300-500 µl of 0.85% saline containing 2.5 mM taurocholic acid maintained hydration

of the animals.

Extraction of 14C from excreta and tissues:  Selected adipose, liver, and feces

(dried) samples (≤ 1g) from male rats (receiving either 1 or 1000 µmol/kg) and mice

(receiving 1 µmol/kg) were homogenized in 1-3 ml of 50 mM sodium phosphate

buffer (pH 7).  BDE47-derived radioactivity was extracted from the homogenate

following three successive washes with 10-20 ml each of a 98:2 (v/v) mixture of

hexane/isoamyl alcohol.  The upper solvent layer was removed following

centrifugation at ca. 10,000 g for 5 min and freezing of the tissue homogenate in a

dry ice:acetone bath.  The amount of 14C in each solvent extract was determined

using direct scintillation counting of 20-50 µl aliquots.  Aliquots (50 µl) of the final

tissue residue were oxidized and 14C determined by scintillation counting as

previously described.  The solvent layers (pooled in some instances) were

evaporated to dryness, or near dryness, in a glass vial under a steady stream of N2.

Each sample was suspended in a total volume of 0.5 ml of 98:2 hexane:isoamyl

alcohol and 0.5 ml acetonitrile, transferred to a plastic microcentifuge tube, and

concentrated to a lesser volume with N2.  The samples were then centrifuged at

16,000 g for 2 min and injected into the HPLC system #1(described below).  All

feces extraction data are presented as the mean ± SD of three animals.
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Hydrolysis of biliary metabolites catalyzed by g-glutamyl transpeptidase:  A

cursory search for BDE47-derived glutathione conjugates in bile was made by

incubating 50 µl of 1-2 hr bile samples of rats receiving 1 µmol/kg with 4.9 units g-

glutamyl transpeptidase (Sigma-Aldrich Corp., St. Louis, MO) and 20 µM

glycylglycine in 0.1M potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.4).  Mixtures (total volume

100 µl) were incubated at 37 °C for 1 hour.  Controls lacking the enzyme or lacking

both the enzyme and glycylglycine were included.  Samples of each incubation

mixture were analyzed by HPLC system #2 (described below) to determine the

effect of treatment on BDE47-derived radiolabeled peaks in bile.

Analytical HPLC methods:  PBDE congeners in the DE71 mixture were

separated and the relative amounts of parent BDE47 and metabolites in urine, bile,

and solvent extracts of feces and tissues were determined by HPLC system #1

using a mobile phase consisting of solvent A: 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in H2O and

solvent B: acetonitrile, at a flow rate of 1.5 ml/min.  A linear gradient of 1:1 A:B to

100% B in 30 min was used.  System hardware consisted of dual Waters Corp.

(Milford, MA) model 510 pumps, controlled by EmpowerTM software, a Radiomatic

(Perkin Elmer Life and Analytical Sciences, Boston, MA) model 280 radiochemical

detector, a Waters model 481 spectrophotometer with wavelength monitored at 254

nm, and a Waters 3.9 x 300 mm µBondapak C1810 µm column.  HPLC system #2

was used for greater resolution of BDE47-derived metabolites in bile samples.  The

HPLC system consisted of a Beckman System Gold 126 Solvent Module, a

Beckman model 168 photodiode array detector, and a Metachem (Torrance, CA) 4.6
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x 250 mm Inertsil C18 5µ column. Radiochemical detection was achieved using an

IN\US (Tampa, FL) b-RAM flow detector.  The mobile phase and flow rate were the

same as described above; however, a linear gradient of 35% B to 50% B over 25

min and 50% B to 100% B from 25 to 35 min was used.  Conditions were held at

100% B for an additional 7 min.  HPLC system #3 was optimized for resolution of

metabolites in rat urine samples and was similar to system #2, except the linear

gradient was from 100% A to 100% B over 30 min and then held at 100% B for 5

min.  All samples were centrifuged at 16,000 g for 2 min prior to injection into the

HPLC systems.

MS method for metabolite identification:  BDE47-derived metabolites in bile

and urine were isolated using HPLC systems #2 and #3, respectively.  The

appropriate HPLC fractions were concentrated by a Speed-Vac (ThermoSavant,

Holbrook, NY), and analyzed by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS)

using a Thermo Finnigan LCQ DUO ion trap mass spectrometer (Riviera Beach, FL).

Tandem mass spectra (ESI-MS/MS) were produced by collision-induced dissociation

of the selected parent ions with the helium gas present in the mass analyzer.

Samples containing bile metabolites were dissolved in 5mM ammonium acetate in

acetonitrile:water (1:1) and were introduced to the mass spectrometer through direct

infusion (2.5 µl/min) for positive [ESI(+)-MS or ESI(+)-MS/MS)] or negative [ESI(-)-

MS)] ionization analysis.  Samples containing urine metabolites were dissolved in

acetonitrile:water (1:1) for negative ionization analysis.  The heated capillary was

maintained at 250 °C and the source voltage at 4.5 kV.
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Statistical analysis:  Statistical analyses were performed using Student's t-test

or one-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey-Kramer test for pair-wise comparisons

(JMP Statistical Software, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).   Values were considered to

be significantly different at p < 0.05.
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3.4 Results

No overt signs of toxicity were observed in any animals following

administration of BDE47.  The PBDE was absorbed from the GI tracts of male and

female rats and mice receiving single doses of 1 µmol/kg by gavage as

demonstrated by distribution of BDE47-derived radioactivity to assayed tissues

(Table 3.1).  The majority of the radiolabel in tissues of both species and sexes 24 hr

post-dosing, was contained in adipose tissue.  More BDE47-derived radioactivity

was contained in adipose tissue of female rats and mice than in males of the

respective species (Table 3.1). Data expressed in terms of concentration also

indicated a significant difference between sexes.  Male and female rat adipose

tissue contained 2.4 ± 0.5 and 3.7 ± 0.4 nmol/g tissue, respectively.  Male and

female mouse adipose tissue contained 2.1 ± 0.4 and 3.5 ± 0.8 nmol/g tissue,

respectively.  There were no statistically significant differences in % total dose or

concentration of 14C in adipose tissue between female rats and mice or between

male rats and mice.  Other rat tissues containing more than 1% total dose were skin,

liver and muscle.  Similar results were observed in the mouse, with the exception

that mouse skin contained ca.10% less total dose than rat skin.

Mice excreted ca. 100-fold more of a similar dose in 24 hr cumulative urine

than did rats (Figure 3.1).  However, the % total dose excreted in 24 hr cumulative

feces (including radioactivity remaining in the large intestine) was similar for both

species and sexes.  Male rats appeared to excrete more 14C in feces than did female

rats, but this difference was not statistically significant.  Male mice excreted
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significantly more 14C in urine than did female mice.  HPLC analysis (not shown)

indicated that most 14C in male and female rat urine consisted of metabolites of

BDE47 (low levels of parent BDE47 were present in some samples).  All 14C in urine

of male and female mice was characterized as BDE47.

An estimate of the extent of absorption of BDE47 in male rats and mice was

made by comparing tissue distribution and excretion data of animals receiving 1

µmol/kg by iv injection with those receiving a similar dose by gavage.  Fecal

elimination of BDE47-derived radioactivity was significantly lower in injected rats and

mice, than in respective gavaged animals, indicating less than complete absorption

of the dose (Figure 3.1).  Excretion of BDE47-derived radioactivity in bile accounted

for 2.8 ± 0.6 % total dose within 6 hrs of iv injection.  Excretion of 14C in urine was

minimal in injected rats and was not significantly different from excretion in gavaged

rats (<1% total dose for both treatment groups). In contrast, excretion of 14C in urine

of mice receiving BDE47 by injection was higher than for gavaged mice.  Distribution

of BDE47-derived radioactivity was similar for most tissues of injected and gavaged

animals of the same species (data not shown).  For instance, adipose tissue of

injected mice contained 16 ± 4 % of total dose, whereas adipose of animals

receiving BDE47 by gavage contained 20 ± 3 % total dose.  Similar amounts of

BDE47-derived radioactivity were also found in adipose tissue of male injected and

gavaged rats (30 ± 8 and 25 ± 5 % total dose, respectively).

The concentration of BDE47-derived radioactivity present in blood and

selected tissues 24 hr following administration of a range of BDE47 doses to male
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rats are presented in Table 3.2.  Blood contained less 14C than did other tissues for

each treatment group, resulting in tissue to blood ratios greater than one for all

tissues examined.  Adipose tissue contained the highest concentration of BDE47-

derived radioactivity; ca. 10-fold higher than that contained in liver across the dose

range.  Most other tissues could be placed into two groups containing similar

concentrations of BDE47-derived material.  Adrenal, thyroid, and skin, consistently

contained higher concentrations of BDE47-derived material, whereas lung, kidney,

brain and muscle consistently contained lesser concentrations.  Radioactivity in

thymus was variable compared to other tissues with respect to the dose.  Little

difference existed in the amount of BDE47-derived radioactivity excreted as

cumulative % total dose in urine among rats from these five treatment groups (<1%

total dose, Figure 3.2).  Fecal excretion was variable among groups, with a possible

trend toward lower amounts excreted in feces of rats receiving doses higher than 10

µmol/kg (Figure 3.2).  However, only the means for the rats dosed with 10 µmol/kg

and 1000 µmol/kg were significantly different from each other.

Male rats received a daily dose of 0.1 µmol/kg by gavage for one, five, or ten

consecutive days to investigate distribution and accumulation of BDE47-derived

radioactivity in tissues over time.  Results indicated that BDE-derived material

accumulated in all tissues examined following repeated administration of this low

dose (Table 3.3).  Accumulation of radioactivity occurred in a linear fashion and

without reaching saturation in adipose and other major tissues, excluding lung, over

the course of the ten daily doses.  BDE47-derived material appeared to be at or near
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steady-state in tissues of lesser volume such as thyroid by the fifth dose.

The effect of other DE71 components on the disposition of BDE47 was

investigated in male rats.  Following a single dose of DE71 (containing radiolabeled

BDE47) all tissues examined, with the exception of thyroid, contained similar

concentrations of BDE47-derived radioactivity to corresponding tissues of rats

administered 1 µmol/kg BDE47 alone (Table 3.4).  Although thyroid data of rats

dosed with BDE47 alone exhibited a large variance, those thyroids contained a

significantly greater concentration of BDE47-derived material than did rats receiving

DE71.  Furthermore, the concentration of radioactivity in thyroid of rats receiving a

single dose of 1 µmol BDE47/kg by gavage was comparable to the concentration in

thyroid of rats receiving a similar dose by iv injection (2.48 ± 0.53 nmol equivalents/g

tissue).  No differences in 14C concentrations, were evident between any

corresponding tissues, including thyroid, following administration of 10 consecutive

daily doses of either BDE47 alone or DE71.

A group of male mice received 10 consecutive daily doses of 1 µmol

BDE47/kg (Table 3.5) for comparison of tissue distribution/accumulation and

excretion of BDE47-derived radioactivity in rats undergoing a similar dosing regimen

(Table 3.4).  Tissue burdens of BDE47-derived radioactivity in mice were either

similar or significantly lower than those in rats 24 hr following single dosing (compare

Tables 3.4 and 3.5).  No significant differences existed for 14C levels in blood,

adipose, liver, adrenal, brain, lung, and muscle. Less 14C was contained in skin,

thyroid, thymus, and kidney of the mouse.  In contrast, 24 hr after the 10th dose, 14C
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concentrations were significantly lower in all mouse tissues, with the exception of

thyroid and thymus.

Cumulative % total dose excreted in urine and feces of male rats and mice

was determined over the course of 10 consecutive daily doses of 1 µmol/kg (data

not shown).  Rats excreted 0.4 ± 0.0 % total dose in urine following one dose and

the amount increased steadily over time to 0.9 ± 0.2 cumulative % total dose 24 hr

following the 10th dose.  As with samples collected following a single dose, 14C in

urine following 10 daily doses consisted mainly of BDE47-derived metabolites.  Due

to the low levels of urinary 14C excretion, the effect of repeated dosing, if any, on the

urinary 14C metabolic profile was not determined.  No apparent change was evident

in excretion of 14C in either rat or mouse feces.  However, urinary 14C excretion in

mice increased significantly from 33 ± 12 to 57 ± 3 cumulative % total dose 24 hr

after administration of 1 and 10 doses, respectively. Only BDE47 was detected in

mouse urine following either 1 or 10 consecutive daily doses.

The hexane:isoamyl alcohol (98:2 v/v) solvent system extracted >99% of the

14C from rat and mouse adipose tissue samples.  Less (ca. 90%) 14C was recovered

from livers of rats and mice.  Greater than 90% of the 14C extracted from either

adipose tissue or liver was starting material.  The majority of 14C (86 ± 4%) was

recovered from cumulative 24 hr feces of rats receiving a single dose of 1000

µmol/kg.  This was comparable to recovery of 14C from feces of rats receiving a

single dose of 1 µmol/kg (87 ± 4%), but not for rats receiving 10 daily doses of 1

µmol/kg (42 ± 3%).  BDE47-derived metabolites were not detected in extracts of
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feces of rats receiving 1 µmol/kg for one day but increased substantially to 39 ± 4 %

of the 14C in extracts of feces collected 24 hr after 10 daily doses.  Recovery of 14C

from cumulative 24 hr mouse feces following one dose of 1 µmol/kg was 77 ± 4%,

but dropped to 56 ± 4% 24 hr after 10 doses.  BDE47-derived metabolites made up

8 ± 8 % and 18 ± 5 % of the 14C in feces extracts of mice receiving 1 and 10 doses of

1 µmol/kg, respectively.

Bile collected from rats receiving 1 µmol BDE47/kg by iv administration was

subjected to hydrolysis catalyzed by g-glutamyl transpeptidase.  Two peaks with

retention times at 13.8 and 14.1 min (in HPLC system #2) were affected by

enzymatic hydrolysis, therefore, both were considered likely glutathione conjugates.

The structures were confirmed by ESI-MS in bile from a rat receiving a higher dose

of BDE47 (ca. 80 µmol/kg) by iv injection.  Positive ion ESI-MS analysis of the

BDE47-derived peak in bile at 13.8 min gave a quintet at m/z 788, 790, 792, 794,

and 796 (M + H+; 4 Br), and a quintet at m/z 659, 661, 663, 665, 667 [(M + H+ -

Glutamate (129); 4 Br].  Positive ion ESI-MS analysis of the peak at 14.1 min gave a

quintet at m/z 788, 790, 792, 794, and 796 (M + H+; 4 Br); tandem MS analysis of

m/z 792 gave a fragment at m/z 663 [M + H+ - Glutamate (129)].  These mass

spectral data are consistent with formation of two glutathione-substituted BDE47s.

An NMR spectra of either isomer was not obtainable for definitive assignment of

structure.  Metabolism of BDE47 is believed to proceed via the formation of an arene

oxide intermediate catalyzed by cytochromes P450 (Örn and Klasson-Wehler 1998).

Both steric and electronic effects would favor GSH addition to the 5,6-arene oxide at
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the meta-position to the ether linkage over the ortho-position.  Therefore, the major

isomer at 13.8 min was tentatively identified as 5-(glutathion-S-yl)-2,2’,4,4’-

tetrabromodiphenyl ether and the minor isomer at 14.1 min as 6-(glutathion-S-yl)-

2,2’,4,4’-tetrabromodiphenyl ether (Figure 3.3).

Two radiolabeled peaks with retention times at 14.5 and 20.5 min (in HPLC

system #3) in a ratio of approximately 3:7 were observed in urine of male rats

treated with repeated doses of 1 µmol/kg.  The peak at 14.5 min was affected by

hydrolysis with glucuronidase (0.7 mg, 37 °C, 5h) to give an aglycone at 20.9 min.

In order to elucidate the structures by MS, these two major metabolites were isolated

from urine of male rats treated with the BDE47 high dose (1000 µmol/kg).  ESI(-)-MS

analysis of the peak at 14.5 min gave a triplet at m/z 425, 427, and 429 (M - H+; 2

Br) and a triplet at 249, 251, and 253 (M - H+ - 176 (glucuronide); 2 Br).  ESI(-)-MS

analysis of the peak at 20.5 min gave a triplet at m/z 329, 331, and 333 (M - H+; 2

Br), and a triplet at 249, 251, and 253 (M - H+ - SO3; 2 Br).  These mass spectral

data are consistent with formation of glucuronide (14.5 min) and sulfate (20.5 min)

conjugates of a dibromophenol.  HPLC analysis of authentic 2,4-dibromophenol

demonstrated that it had a similar retention time as that of the aglycone of the

glucuronide conjugate.  The two urinary metabolites are assigned as 2,4-

dibromophenol glucuronide and 2,4-dibromophenol sulfate.  Neither metabolite was

observed in bile of BDE47-treated rats.
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3.5 Discussion

BDE47 was absorbed from the G.I. tract of rats and mice following po

administration and was distributed to all tissues examined, presumably into lipid

components of lean tissues.  However, absorption of a single dose of BDE47 was

not complete in either species.  A comparison of fecal elimination of 14C following

single administration of either oral or iv doses indicated that the majority of 14C

present in feces of gavaged animals was unabsorbed BDE47.  This was confirmed

following characterization of 14C in rat and mouse feces.  Rats absorbed slightly less

dose (ca. 75%) than mice (ca. 85%).  As expected, adipose tissue was the major

depot for BDE47.  Recovery of 14C was only 81 ± 8 % total dose following single

administration of 1 µmol/kg to male and female rats and mice (n = 20).  Lower than

expected recovery may indicate underestimation of 14C content in adipose tissue,

skin, and/or muscle, due to underestimation of tissue mass using % body weight

calculations.

A body weight-independent comparison of BDE47-derived radioactivity in

adipose tissue of different treatment groups was made using concentration instead

of % total dose.  These data confirmed that female animals contained significantly

higher concentrations of 14C in adipose tissue than did corresponding males,

suggesting a longer whole-body half-life in females.  von Meyerinck et al. (1990)

reported that the tetra components of a lower molecular weight PBDE mixture

(Bromkal 70) had a longer half-life in perirenal fat of females than of males. These

results may be, at least partially, explained by differential excretion of 14C between
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males and females.  In the present study, male mice excreted more 14C in urine than

female mice and male rats appeared to excrete more 14C in feces than female rats,

although the difference in fecal elimination was not statistically significant.

 Mice excreted up to 100-fold more BDE47-derived radioactivity in urine than

did rats following single administration of 1 µmol/kg.  Örn and Klasson-Wehler

(1998) suggested that the large amount of BDE47 detected in mouse urine might

result from rearrangement of a BDE47-derived metabolite to the parent chemical.

However, it seems highly unlikely that the BDE47 molecule would undergo

metabolism to a labile metabolite capable of reverting to the starting material.  On

the other hand, it is unlikely that free BDE47 can exist in solution in mouse urine at

amounts observed in the present and former studies of BDE47.  In the present

study, male mice receiving single doses of 1 µmol/kg by gavage excreted 4 ± 1 µg

BDE47/ml urine, an amount up to 500-fold greater than the solubility of BDE47 in

water, reported as 0.01 µg/ml by Hardy (2004).  It seems likely that BDE47 has an

affinity for an uncharacterized carrier protein present in the mouse, but not the rat.

Some halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons, including BDE99 in the rat, can be

excreted in urine following binding to endogenous carrier proteins (Hakk et al.

2002a).  Staskal et al. (2005) proposed active renal transport as a reason for

differences in urinary excretion of BDE47 between rats and mice.  However, active

transport of BDE47 in the kidney would not discount the likelihood of excretion of

BDE47 bound to a carrier protein in mouse urine.

Data derived from the present work confirm the propensity for BDE47 to
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accumulate in tissues of mammalian species following administration of daily doses

as low as 0.1 µmol (ca. 50 µg)/kg. Distribution to adipose tissue was linear following

repeated low dose administration and had not reached saturation after ten

consecutive daily doses (total dose was 1 µmol/kg).  This was not surprising since

dose-proportionality was observed for BDE47 in adipose tissue of rats receiving

doses up to 1000 µmol/kg.  These results indicate that it would take either extreme

acute exposures or very long-term low-level exposures for BDE47 to reach

saturation in adipose tissue of rats.  Less BDE47-derived radioactivity accumulated

in tissues of mice than in rats following repeated dose administration.  This was

expected based on greater excretion of dose in mouse urine.  Sequestering BDE47

for urinary excretion in the mouse would decrease distribution and subsequently

increase time needed for saturation of BDE47 in tissues.  The pattern of tissue

distribution of 14C was relatively the same for rats and mice; therefore, potential

mechanisms of BDE47-induced toxicity could be similar in both rodent species.

However, the potential for BDE47-induced toxicity should be less for mice than rats

exposed to similar amounts of BDE47.

BDE47 is generally found in mammalian tissues at a higher concentration

than BDE99, in contrast to the ratio of the two congeners in PBDE mixtures such as

DE71 and Bromkal 70.  For instance, perirenal fat of female rats contained more

tetraBDE (presumably mostly BDE47) than pentaBDE seventy days after a single

dose of Bromkal 70 (von Meyerinck et al. 1990).  It could be possible that other

PBDEs affect BDE47 disposition, especially absorption in mammals.  This was
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investigated by administering DE71 containing a trace amount of radiolabeled

BDE47 to male rats for up to 10 days.  Results demonstrated that exposure to other

components of DE71 did not affect tissue distribution to tissues (other than thyroid

after a single dose), excretion, or presumably absorption of BDE47-derived material

over time.  Therefore, it seems likely that differences in the fates of other PBDEs

play a major role for proportionally higher levels of BDE47 in tissues.  Thyroid was

the only tissue in which BDE47-derived radioactivity was affected by other DE71

component(s).  Results presented here show that BDE47 has an affinity for thyroid;

however, other DE71 component(s) appeared to compete with BDE47-derived

radioactivity in thyroid after single dose administration of the PBDE mixture.

Surprisingly, no difference in 14C concentration was observed in thyroid after

administration of repeated doses of DE71.  PBDEs, particularly BDE47, are

structurally similar to thyroxine; however, it is unclear how potential mimicry of

thyroid hormone or co-administration of PBDEs over time influences distribution to

thyroid.

There was little metabolism of BDE47 following single dose administration of

up to 1000 µmol/kg to rats.  Most metabolic products were excreted in feces, due in

large part to biliary excretion of metabolites such as glutathione conjugates

discussed below.  Interestingly, the amount of metabolites excreted in feces of rats

increased, relative to BDE47, following repeated administration of a lower dose.

Further, poorly extracted metabolites apparently increased over time as evidenced

by decreased recovery of 14C from feces of animals receiving 10 daily doses.  One
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possible reason for this time-related increase in metabolites could be auto-induction

of BDE47 metabolism.  We have previously shown that BDE47 significantly up-

regulated CYP2B gene expression (marker for phenobarbital-like enzyme induction)

after three daily consecutive doses of 10 µmol/kg to rats (Sanders et al. 2005).

Meerts et al. (2000) demonstrated a lack of competition by parent BDE47 with

thyroxine-transthyretin binding in vitro.  However, BDE47 metabolites, formed upon

incubation with CYP2B-enriched microsomes, efficiently competed with thyroxine in

the binding assay.  Thus, it is probable that BDE47, as both a substrate and inducer

of CYP2B, induces its own metabolism upon repeated exposure.

Hydroxyl and thiol metabolites of BDE47 and BDE99 have been identified in

feces and bile of treated rats (Örn and Klasson-Wehler 1998; Hakk et al. 2002b).

Glutathione conjugates that could be the source of the thiol metabolites were not

detected in those studies.  In the present work, two isomeric glutathione conjugates

of BDE47 in bile have been isolated and identified (Figure 3.3).  These, as well as

all, previously identified metabolites of BDE47 are consistent with formation of arene

oxide intermediates catalyzed by cytochromes P450.  Cleavage of BDE47 could also

proceed from an arene oxide intermediate through formation of a diol following

addition of H2O (Figure 3.3).  The resulting products would be 2,4-dibromophenol

and 3,5-dibromocatechol.  Catechols can be oxidized to ring-opened metabolites or

oxidized to reactive 1,2-benzoquinones capable of binding to macromolecules.  In

the present study, a glucuronide and a sulfate conjugate of 2,4-dibromophenol were

detected in rat urine.  The absence of 2,4-dibromophenol and its conjugates in urine
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of mice indicated that the pathway was rat-specific and not due to the possible

presence of 2,4-dibromophenol in the dosing solution.

In conclusion, results of the present study confirm earlier observations of

differences in excretion of BDE47 between rats and mice, indicate that BDE47

absorption and tissue distribution are not affected by exposure to other lower

molecular weight PBDEs, and suggest that BDE47-derived material may be longer-

lived in female rats and mice than in corresponding males.  BDE47 apparently

accumulates to a greater extent in rats than in mice after repeated exposure;

therefore, may have lower potential for toxicity in mice.  The rat may be a better

model for BDE47 exposure to humans than the mouse, especially since many

halogenated aromatic hydrocarbons are long-lived in humans.  Finally, BDE47

appeared to induce its own metabolism.  Increased production of BDE47-derived

metabolites over time, especially through pathways involving reactive species, may

correlate with biological effects observed in prior PBDE rodent studies.
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Table 3.1. Amount of BDE47-derived radioactivity in selected tissues 24 h
following po administration of a single dose of 1 µmol/kg

% Total Dose

Tissue Male rats Female rats Male mice Female mice

Blood 0.2 ± 0.0a 0.4 ± 0.1 0.2 ± 0.0 0.2 ± 0.0
Adipose 24.6 ± 5.4 37.0 ± 4.2 19.9 ± 3.2 30.8 ± 5.7
Liver 1.3 ± 0.4 1.3 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.5 2.3 ± 0.5
Skin 13.0 ± 2.8 13.4 ± 2.0 2.0 ± 0.4 4.1 ± 1.5
Brain 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 <0.1 0.1 ± 0.0
Kidney 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.1 0.1 ± 0.0
Lung 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0 0.2 ± 0.1
Muscle 3.0 ± 0.6 4.2 ± 0.8 3.8 ± 0.4 6.6 ± 0.9

aEach value is the mean ± SD of 4-5 animals.
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Table 3.2. Concentration of BDE47-derived radioactivity in tissues 24 h
 following po administration of a single dose to male ratsa

Dose (µmol/kg)

Tissue 0.1 1.0 10.0 100.0 1000

Blood 0.005 ± 0.001b 0.03 ± 0.00 0.31 ± 0.04 3.6 ± 0.5 57 ± 17
Adipose 0.389 ± 0.090 2.38 ± 0.53 24.43 ± 4.20 271.9 ± 20.2 3766 ± 667
Liver 0.028 ± 0.008 0.34 ± 0.11 2.49 ± 0.52 28.8 ± 6.2 443 ± 149
Adrenal 0.228 ± 0.138 1.32 ± 0.72 6.82 ± 0.94 50.9 ± 11.8 869 ± 250
Skin 0.068 ± 0.015 0.86 ± 0.18 7.96 ± 1.27 73.1 ± 15.0 786 ± 155
Thyroid 0.148 ± 0.089 2.78 ± 1.10 10.65 ± 1.79 40.1 ± 15.3 866 ± 148
Thymus 0.100 ± 0.066 0.35 ± 0.18 2.21 ± 0.62 46.7 ± 34.5 253 ± 100
Brain 0.010 ± 0.002 0.11 ± 0.03 0.99 ± 0.13 9.2 ± 0.8 144 ± 44
Kidney 0.019 ± 0.003 0.20 ± 0.05 1.62 ± 0.27 17.1 ± 3.0 242 ± 66
Lung 0.033 ± 0.011 0.20 ± 0.08 1.58 ± 0.19 13.7 ± 2.5 153 ± 40
Muscle 0.007 ± 0.001 0.06 ± 0.01 0.53 ± 0.16 4.8 ± 1.1 82 ± 23

anmol BDE47 equivalents/g tissue.
bEach value is the mean ± SD of 4-5 rats.
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Table 3.3. Accumulation of BDE47-derived radioactivity
in tissues of male ratsa

Tissue 1 Dose 5 Doses 10 Doses

Blood    0.005 ± 0.001b   0.01 ± 0.00   0.02 ± 0.00
Adipose 0.389 ± 0.090 2.15 ± 0.30 4.73 ± 0.72
Liver 0.028 ± 0.008   0.12 ± 0.03   0.19 ± 0.02
Adrenal 0.228 ± 0.138   0.98 ± 0.42   1.67 ± 0.91
Skin 0.068 ± 0.015 0.36 ± 0.06 0.65 ± 0.09
Thyroid   0.148 ± 0.089   1.06 ± 0.40   0.87 ± 0.36
Thymus   0.100 ± 0.066   0.78 ± 0.33   1.39 ± 0.69
 Brain   0.010 ± 0.002 0.03 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01
Kidney   0.019 ± 0.003 0.08 ± 0.01  0.13  ± 0.03
Lung 0.033 ± 0.011   0.10 ± 0.04 0.11 ± 0.02
Muscle   0.007 ± 0.001 0.03 ± 0.00 0.04 ± 0.01

anmol BDE47 equivalents/g tissue 24 hr following po administration of 1, 5, or 10 consecutive
daily doses of 0.1 µmol/kg.
bEach value is the mean ± SD of 4-5 rats.
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Table 3.4. Concentration of BDE47-derived radioactivity
in tissues of male ratsa

1 Dose 10 Doses

Tissue BDE47 DE71 BDE47 DE71

Blood 0.03 ± 0.01b 0.06 ± 0.01 0.19 ± 0.02 0.22 ± 0.03
Adipose 2.38 ± 0.53 2.43 ± 0.58 38.57 ± 2.10 36.65 ± 1.56
Liver 0.34 ± 0.11 0.48 ± 0.10 2.31 ± 0.21 2.09 ± 0.23
Adrenal 1.32 ± 0.72 1.99 ± 0.43 11.82 ± 5.96 7.16 ± 1.36
Skin 0.86 ± 0.18 1.00 ± 0.18 7.94 ± 0.64 6.49 ± 1.21
Thyroid 2.78 ± 1.10 0.73 ± 0.11 2.29 ± 0.44 3.80 ± 1.67
Thymus 0.35 ± 0.18 0.48 ± 0.28 2.71 ± 1.04 3.00 ± 1.01
Brain 0.11 ± 0.03 0.15 ± 0.02 0.52 ± 0.02 0.51 ± 0.06
Kidney 0.20 ± 0.05 0.20 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.11 1.10 ± 0.19
Lung 0.20 ± 0.08 0.30 ± 0.06 0.96 ± 0.36 1.13 ± 0.32
Muscle 0.06 ± 0.01 0.08 ± 0.02 0.33 ± 0.14 0.38 ± 0.12

anmol BDE47 equivalents/g tissue 24 hr following po administration of 1 or 10 consecutive daily
doses of 1 µmol/kg of BDE47 alone or DE71 containing 1 µmol/kg of BDE47.
bEach value is the mean ± SD of 4-5 rats.
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Table 3.5. Accumulation of  BDE47-derived radioactivity
 in tissues of male micea

Tissue 1 Dose 10 Doses

Blood    0.02 ± 0.01b   0.07 ± 0.01
Adipose 2.06 ± 0.35 12.27 ± 1.41
Liver 0.51 ± 0.08   0.80 ± 0.08
Adrenal 0.88 ± 0.73 3.37 ± 1.66
Skin 0.27 ± 0.03 1.01 ± 0.18
Thyroid   0.24 ± 0.09   1.11 ± 0.96
Thymus   0.11 ± 0.04   0.71 ± 0.47
Brain   0.03 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.00
Kidney   0.10 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.03
Lung 0.12 ± 0.01   0.35 ± 0.08
Muscle   0.05 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.00

anmol BDE47 equivalents/g tissue 24 hr following po administration of 1 or 10 consecutive daily
doses of 1 µmol/kg.
bEach value is the mean ± SD of 4-5 mice.
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Figure 3.1. Cumulative % total dose excreted in urine and feces (including large
intestine content) 24 hours following administration of BDE47 to either rats (A) or
mice (B).  Females (white) and males (grey) were dosed with 1 µmol/kg by
gavage. Other male rats and mice (black) were dosed with 1 µmol/kg by iv
injection.  Each value is the mean ± SD of 4-5 animals.
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Figure 3.2. Cumulative % total dose excreted in urine (black) and feces (grey) 24
hours following po administration of 0.1-1000 µmol BDE47/kg to male rats. Each
value is the mean ± SD of 4-5 animals.  Feces data include large intestine
content.
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Figure 3.3.  Proposed structures and scheme for BDE47-derived metabolites
isolated from bile and urine of BDE47-treated rats.
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4.1 Abstract

The disposition of the 14C-labeled polybrominated diphenyl ether (PBDE), 2,2',

4,4',5,5'-hexaBDE (BDE153) was investigated in rodents following single and

multiple doses and in a mixture with radiolabeled 2,2',4,4'-tetraBDE (BDE47) and

2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE (BDE99).  In single exposure studies, there was little or no

effect of dose on BDE153 disposition in male rats in the range of 1-100 µmol/kg.  No

major sex or species differences in the in vivo fate of BDE153 were detected.

BDE153 was:  1) approximately 70% absorbed in rats or mice following gavage.  2)

retained in tissues.  3) poorly metabolized and slowly excreted.  Mixture studies

indicated that, relative to each other, more BDE47 was distributed to adipose tissue,

more BDE153 accumulated in liver, and BDE99 was metabolized to the greatest

extent.  BDE153 was probably retained in liver due to minimal metabolism and

elimination after "first pass" distribution to the tissue following gavage.
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4.2 Introduction

Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs), primarily used as flame retardants,

are highly lipophilic, persistent in the environment, and accumulate in biota

(reviewed in de Wit 2002).  Tetra-, penta-, and hexaBDEs, major congeners

detected in mammalian tissues and fluids, are components of commercial flame

retardant products such as Great Lakes DE-71™ (DE71) and Bromkal 70-5DE™

(BK70) (Sjödin et al. 1998; de Wit 2002; Chen et al. 2006a).  The DE71 used in

previous studies in our laboratory contained (by peak area as determined by

GC/MS) 36% 2,2',4,4'-tetraBDE (BDE47), 42% 2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE (BDE99), and

3% 2,2',4,4',5,5'-hexaBDE (BDE153) (Sanders et al. 2005); similar to respective

amounts of the three congeners (37, 35, and 4%) in BK70 (Sjödin et al. 1998).

These, as well as 2,2',4,4',6-pentaBDE (BDE100) and 2,2',4,4',5,6'-hexaBDE

(BDE154), are the major congeners in both BK70 and DE71 (Sjödin et al. 1998;

Chen et al. 2006a), and are the prevalent congeners detected in human tissue and

fluid samples (Hites 2004).  All five PBDEs have increased over time in some

populations (Meironyté et al. 1999; Sjödin et al. 2004).

Data are limited for adequate risk assessment of PBDE exposure to humans.

Flame retardant products containing lower molecular weight PBDEs have shown the

ability to induce CYP1A1 in rodents (von Meyerinck et al. 1990; Fowles et al. 1994;

Zhou et al. 2001, 2002); therefore, the possibility of PBDE-mediated dioxin-like

toxicity has been of concern.  However, we have demonstrated that polybrominated

dibenzodioxins and furans detected in PBDE preparations are likely responsible for
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dioxin-like properties observed in prior studies of these chemicals in rodents

(Sanders et al. 2005).  Conversely, our work showed that BDE47, BDE99, and

BDE153 up-regulated CYP2B and CYP3A gene expression in rats within the same

order of magnitude as non-dioxin-like PCB153.  These data support conclusions that

lower molecular weight PBDEs are phenobarbital (PB)-like enzyme inducers and

toxicity observed in rodents exposed to pure PBDEs may be categorized by aryl

hydrocarbon receptor (AhR)-independent pathways.

A fraction of the human population may have tissue concentrations of lower

molecular weight PBDEs near those associated with reproductive effects in rats and

developmental neurotoxicity in mice (McDonald 2005).  Accumulation of a PBDE in

tissues is just one parameter of its in vivo fate that may influence toxicity following

exposure.  Others are the extent, rates, and routes of absorption, metabolism, and

excretion, as well as specificity of tissue distribution.  Further, potential toxicity of

PBDEs may vary due to differences in, or interactions between, the in vivo fates of

individual congeners following exposure to these chemicals in mixtures.

Our laboratory has previously investigated the disposition and metabolism of

BDE47 and BDE99 in rodents (Sanders et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2006b).  The results

of those studies demonstrated quantitative differences in the in vivo fates of a tetra-

and pentaBDE; therefore, the present work extends those investigations to a

hexaBDE component of the BK70 and DE71 mixtures.  In these studies, we have

searched for effects on the disposition and metabolism of BDE153 in rodents due to

sex, species, dose, or repeated administration, and have investigated differences in
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the in vivo fates of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 when administered together as a

mixture.
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 4.3 Materials and Methods

Dosing solutions:  Radiolabeled (phenyl-14C) 2,2',4,4'-tetraBDE (BDE47),

2,2',4,4',5-pentaBDE (BDE99), and 2,2',4,4',5,5'-hexaBDE (BDE153) were obtained

from NEN Life Science Products (Boston, MA). Specific activities and radiochemical

purities were 36.5 mCi/mol and 99% for BDE47, 35.6 mCi/mmol and 98% for

BDE99, and 27.8 mCi/mmol and 96% for BDE153.  Unlabeled BDE47, BDE99, and

BDE153 were obtained from Cerilliant (Round Rock, TX). Purity of the unlabeled

material was ca. 99, 96, and 96% for BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153, respectively

(Sanders et al. 2005).  Dosing solutions for the oral administration of BDE153 of

either 1, 10, or 100 µmol/kg (0.6, 6.4, or 64 mg/kg) were made by adding BDE153

dissolved in acetone to corn oil, then evaporating the acetone under a steady stream

of nitrogen.  Unlabeled BDE153 was added as appropriate and dissolved by heating

the corn oil.  The final volumes of dosing solutions were adjusted to deliver 5 ml/kg

to rats and 10 ml/kg to mice.  An aqueous-based dosing solution (1 µmol/kg) was

made for iv administration (1 ml/kg) of BDE153 by adding radiolabeled chemical

dissolved in acetone to Cremophor EL (Sigma St. Louis, MO), evaporating the

acetone with nitrogen, then adding ethanol and water for a final ratio of 1:1:3

Cremophor EL:ethanol:water (v/v/v).  An equimolar mixture of BDE47, BDE99, and

BDE153 (1 µmol/kg of each congener) was prepared in corn oil as previously

described for delivery by gavage at 5 ml/kg.  Dosing solutions of 1 µmol/kg of

radiolabeled BDE47 or BDE99 were made as described in Sanders et al. (2006) and

Chen et al. (2006b).  BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 were administered at ca. 28, 36,
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and 37 µCi/kg, respectively, except for BDE153 administered at 2.8 µCi/kg/day to

rats receiving 10 consecutive daily doses.

Animals:  Male (209-283 g) and female (157-171g) F344 rats were obtained

from Charles River Laboratories in Portage, MI.  Male (21-24 g) and female (17-19

g) B6C3F1 mice were obtained from Taconic (Germantown, NY).  The age range of

animals was ca. 2-4 months.  Procedures involving animals were carried out in

accordance with institutional guidelines.

Disposition experiments:  Rats and mice received single doses of 1 µmol/kg

by gavage to investigate species- or sex-related differences in BDE153 metabolism

and disposition.  Dose-response studies were characterized in male rats by

administering single doses of 1, 10, or 100 µmol/kg.  Single iv injections of 1 µmol/kg

were administered into tail veins of male rats and mice for estimating the extent of

absorption of BDE153 following oral administration of a similar dose.  Accumulation

of BDE153 in tissues and effects on BDE153 disposition and metabolism following

repeated exposure were investigated by administering 1 µmol/kg by gavage to male

rats for 1, 3, and 10 consecutive days. Other male rats received the prepared

radiolabeled mixture of equimolar doses (1 µmol/kg) of BDE47, BDE99, and

BDE153 for 1 or three days by gavage. Comparisons were made to animals

receiving similar doses of BDE47, BDE99, or BDE153, dosed here or in experiments

described in Sanders et al. (2006) and Chen et al. (2006b).  All treated animals were

placed into individual metabolism cages for the collection of cumulative urine and

feces 24 h following each dose.  Food (NIH #31) and water were provided for ad
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libitum consumption.  All animals in these studies were euthanized with CO2 and

necropsied 24 h following a single dose or the last of consecutive doses. An

exception was a group of rats euthanized and necropsied 10 days after receiving a

single dose of 1 µmol/kg of BDE153.  Cumulative urine and feces samples were

collected from that group every 24 h throughout the 10 day holding period.  Aliquots

of urine (20-50 µl) in Ecolume (ICN, Costa Mesa, CA) were analyzed in a Beckman

Coulter (Fullerton, CA) model LS6500 model liquid scintillation counter (LSC) for

determination of 14C content.  Feces and tissue aliquots (up to 100 mg) were

combusted in a Packard model 307 biological tissue oxidizer (PerkinElmer Life and

Analytical Sciences, Boston, MA) for measurement of 14C content in the LSC.  Fecal

excretion data include BDE153-derived radioactivity present in the large intestine at

time of sacrifice.  All tissue weights were determined gravimetrically, except blood,

adipose tissue, skin, and muscle, estimated at 8, 11, 16, and 50 % total body weight,

respectively. Disposition data presented in the text represent the mean ± SD of 3-5

animals.

Procedure for collecting bile:  Bile was collected from BDE153-treated rats

using the method described by Sanders et al. (2006).  Briefly, each rat (n=2) was

anesthetized, the bile duct was isolated and ligated, and bile was collected for 4 h

following iv administration of 1 µmol BDE153/kg/ml into a tail vein.  Following

collection, the 14C in bile was counted in the LSC and characterized by HPLC

(system #2).  Rats were euthanized with CO2 4 h post-dosing.
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Extraction of 14C from excreta and tissues:  Adipose tissue, liver, and

cumulative 24 h feces (≤ 1 g) collected after one and three doses of 1 µmol

BDE153/kg alone or in a mixture with BDE47 and BDE99; as well as feces, adipose

tissue, and liver samples obtained from male rats treated with similar doses of

BDE47 or BDE99 here or in previous experiments described in Sanders et al.

(2005) and Chen et al. (2006b), were homogenized in 1-3 ml of 50 mM sodium

phosphate buffer (pH 7) and 10-20 ml of a 95:5 (v/v) mixture of hexane/isoamyl

alcohol.  The solution was centrifuged at 10,000 g for 5 min, then the lower tissue

homogenate layer was frozen in a dry ice:acetone bath.  The upper organic solvent

layer was removed and the 14C content determined (20-50 µl aliquots). The

procedure was repeated twice more. Aliquots (50 µl) of the remaining tissue

homogenate were oxidized and the 14C content was determined by scintillation

counting. The initial solvent layer was evaporated in a glass vial under a steady

stream of N2 and the residue was resuspended in a volume of 95:5 hexane:isoamyl

alcohol not exceeding 0.5 ml.  Approximately 0.5 ml of acetonitrile was added prior

to transfer of the sample to a plastic microcentrifuge tube for further concentration

under N2 to a final volume of ≤ 0.5 ml.  Each sample was centrifuged at 16,000 g for

2 min and injected into HPLC system #2 described below.  An appreciable amount

of 14C was not extracted from liver of BDE99-treated rats with hexane:isoamyl

alcohol. Therefore additional washes of these samples were made with 5 ml each of

methanol until the supernatant contained no more than twice background

radioactivity.  The remaining pellets were solubilized overnight in 2 ml of 2N NaOH
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at 37°C and the protein content was determined using the Bio-Rad (Hercules, CA)

protein assay based on the Bradford dye-binding procedure." Aliquots of the

solubilized pellet (20 µl) were analyzed in the LSC for 14C content.  The methanolic

extracts were concentrated to dryness using a SpeedVac Concentrator

(ThermoSavant, Holbrook, NY), resuspended and pooled in a total volume of 1 ml

methanol, concentrated under N2 to a lesser volume, then analyzed by HPLC.  Data

derived from experiments described in this section are presented in the text as the

mean ± S.D. for 14C recovered from 1 tissue or excreta sample from each of 3-5

animals/group.

Analytical HPLC methods:  PBDE congeners and metabolites were resolved

using either of two HPLC systems.  System #1 utilized a mobile phase consisting of

solvent A: 0.1% trifluoroacetic acid in H2O and solvent B: acetonitrile, at a flow rate

of 1.5 ml/min. A linear gradient of 1:1 A:B to 100% B in 30 min was used. System

hardware consisted of dual Waters Corp. (Milford, MA) model 510 pumps, controlled

by EmpowerTM software, a Radiomatic (PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences,

Boston, MA) model 280 radiochemical detector, a Waters model 481

spectrophotometer with wavelength monitored at 254 nm, and a Waters 3.9 x 300

mm µBondapak C18 10 µm column.  HPLC system #2 consisted of a Beckman

System Gold module 126 solvent pump, a Beckman module 168 photodiode array

detector, and a Metachem (Torrance, CA) 4.6 x 250 mm Inertsil C18 5 µm column.

Radiochemical detection was achieved using an IN\US (Tampa, FL) b-RAM flow

detector.  The mobile phase and flow rate were the same as described above;
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however, a linear gradient of 100% A to 100% B over 30 min was used.  Conditions

were held at 100% B for an additional 10 min.

Statistical analysis:  Statistical analyses were performed using Student's t-test

or one-way ANOVA followed by the Tukey-Kramer test for pair-wise comparisons

(JMP Statistical Software, SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).   Values were considered to

be significantly different at p < 0.05.
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4.4 Results

BDE153 is one of the five major PBDEs in DE71, but relative to BDE47 and

BDE99 is a minor component of the mixture (Figure 4.1).  Administration of BDE153

in the range of 1-100 µmol/kg produced no overt signs of toxicity in any animals

used in the present studies.  BDE153 was absorbed following oral administration to

rats and mice as demonstrated by distribution of BDE153-derived radioactivity to

major tissues (Table 4.1).  However, less than complete absorption of dose in

gavaged animals was inferred by the observation of much less excretion of 14C in

feces of iv-injected animals (Table 4.1).  This supposition was supported by the fact

that most of the 14C excreted in feces of gavaged rats consisted of parent chemical

(see below).  Further, only a negligible amount of the BDE153 excreted in feces of

gavaged rats appeared to have been absorbed, as evidenced by minimal excretion

of 14C in bile (less than 0.5% dose within 4 hr), all as parent chemical (data not

shown).  Overall, the data indicated that approximately 70% of a single po dose of

1µmol/kg was absorbed in either rodent species.

Based on tissue volume, adipose, skin, and muscle contained the most

BDE153-derived radioactivity following absorption of dose.  There were no

significant differences in % dose distributed to corresponding tissues of gavaged

male and female rats.  However, significantly more 14C was distributed to most

tissues of injected rats.  Amounts of 14C in corresponding tissues of gavaged male

and female mice were similar; except for blood and kidney.  More 14C was distributed

to these two tissues in male mice. No differences in amounts of 14C in corresponding
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tissues of gavaged and injected male mice were detected. Although values for

similar tissues were within the same order of magnitude, differences were detected

between amounts of 14C in some corresponding tissues of rats and mice. The

greatest statistical differences were observed between 14C content in adipose tissue

and muscle of female rats and mice. Recovery of dose was similar (79 ± 5%) among

the gavaged animals represented in Table 4.1 (n = 20).  Lower than expected

recovery probably represented under-estimations of muscle, skin, and/or adipose

tissue volumes.

Urinary excretion of 14C was minimal for rats and female mice (Table 4.1).

Excretion of 14C in urine of male mice was also minimal, but was significantly higher

than amounts excreted in rat or female mouse urine.  The only radiolabeled peak

detected by HPLC in the urine of a gavaged male mouse was parent chemical (not

shown).  There were no differences in the amount of 14C excreted in feces among

gavaged treatment groups.  Recovery of radioactivity in solvent washes of 0-24 h

feces of male rats and mice receiving a single dose of 1µmol/kg was 93 ± 3 and 90 ±

1%, respectively.  No metabolites of BDE153 were detected in these feces extracts.

Excretion of 14C over time and amounts remaining in tissues 10 days after

administration of a single dose of 1 µmol/kg by gavage to male rats (n = 5) were

determined.  A total of 45 ± 5 % of a single dose of 1 µmol/kg was excreted in feces

over 10 days, almost all in the first two days following dosing.  Cumulative excretion

of 14C in urine amounted to 0.1 ± 0.0 % of the total dose.  Tissues containing greater

than 1% of the cumulative dose 10 days after administration were adipose (32 ±
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3%), skin (8 ± 1%), and muscle (5 ± 2 %).

Dose-response characteristics were investigated in male rats receiving single

doses of 1, 10, and 100 µmol BDE153/kg by gavage (Table 4.2).  Generally,

concentrations of 14C in tissues 24 h after BDE153 administration appeared to

increase proportionally to the increase in dose (compare columns 1, 4, and 5 of

Table 4.2). However, statistical analysis of the data indicated higher than expected

concentrations of BDE153 equivalents in blood, adipose, skin, lung, and brain in rats

receiving 100 µmol/kg over those of rats receiving 1 µmol/kg.  Adrenal contained the

greatest concentration of 14C of any tissue with respect to dose, followed in order by

adipose tissue and liver.  Excretion of 14C by rats was proportional to dose for all

three treatment groups (not shown).  Rats excreted 32 ± 6, 31 ± 5, and 31 ± 8 %

dose in feces 0-24 h after administration of either 1, 10, or 100 µmol/kg, respectively.

Further, the % dose excreted in 0-24 h urine of rats receiving either 10 or 100

µmol/kg was identical to that excreted by rats receiving 1 µmol/kg (0.1 ± 0.0).

BDE153-derived radioactivity accumulated in all tissues examined following

multiple dosing (compare columns 1, 2, and 3 of Table 4.2).  However, normalization

of the data indicated less than expected concentrations of 14C in blood, liver, kidney,

lung, brain and adrenal of rats receiving 1 µmol/kg for 10 days.  In contrast, adipose

tissue and skin contained higher concentrations of 14C than expected after repeated

doses.  Repeated administration of BDE153 did not appreciably affect excretion of

BDE153-derived radioactivity in urine or feces over time (data not shown).

Greater than 99% of the radiolabel of a prepared mixture of PBDEs was
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recovered from adipose tissue 24 h after 1 or 3 doses using three successive

washes of 95:5 hexane/isoamyl alcohol.  No PBDE metabolites were detected in this

tissue.  Results presented in Table 4.2 for BDE153 and for BDE47 and BDE99

presented elsewhere (Sanders et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2006b), demonstrated an

increase in concentrations of all three PBDEs in adipose tissue and liver over time

following repeated dosing with the individual congeners.  However, relative to each

other, concentrations of BDE47 increased, BDE99 decreased, and BDE153

remained constant in adipose tissue over time when administered together (Table

4.3).  BDE153 had the greatest distribution to liver 24 h following one dose of the

mixture (Table 4.3).  Concentrations of BDE153 remained higher than either BDE47

or BDE99 in liver after three doses.  Concentrations of BDE99 in liver were similar to

those of BDE47 after one dose, but were one-half those of BDE47 after three doses.

Recovery of 14C from liver 24 h after one dose of the mixture was similar to that after

three doses (89 ± 3 and 88 ± 2 %, respectively). In contrast, a major difference from

each of these values was observed for recovery of 14C from liver of rats dosed with

BDE99 alone, but not BDE47 or BDE153.  Total recovery of 14C from liver 24 h after

one and three doses of BDE47 only, was 94 ± 1, and 88 ± 1%, respectively.  Total

recovery of 14C from liver 24 h after one and three doses of BDE153 only, was 85 ± 1

and 94 ± 1%, respectively.  However, only 56 ± 3 and 48 ± 8 % of the 14C was

recovered after one and three doses from liver of rats receiving BDE99 alone.

Hexane:isoamyl alcohol extracted most, if not all, parent PBDEs from lipid; therefore,

the majority of the residual 14C in liver was believed to be polar metabolites and/or
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metabolites covalently bound to macromolecules.  In liver of rats receiving BDE99

alone, most of the residual radioactivity was recovered in methanol, and of this,

about 85% was characterized by HPLC as metabolic products.  Unextracted

radioactivity was considered to be covalently bound to liver protein.  This amounted

to 3.5 ± 0.8 and 9.1 ± 3.4 pmol of BDE99 equivalents bound to each mg of protein

after one and three doses, respectively.

Radioactivity was extracted from feces collected 24 h following each dose of

the PBDE mixture and analyzed by HPLC.  After one dose, 87 ± 3 % of the total

radioactivity in feces was recovered and of that amount, 96 ± 1 % was characterized

as starting material (Figure 4.2, panel A).  After three doses, 14C recovery dropped to

61 ± 4 % and of that amount, 68 ± 4 % consisted of parent PBDEs (Figure 4.2, panel

B).  Metabolic products in feces collected 0-24 h following the last of 3 doses of the

mixture appeared to primarily arise from BDE99 metabolism, based on observations

of corresponding metabolites in feces of rats receiving three doses of BDE99 alone

(Figure 4.2, panel C).  In contrast, negligible amounts of metabolic products were

detected in feces of rats receiving either BDE47 or BDE153 alone after 3 doses

(data not shown).
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4.5 Discussion

BDE153 was the least absorbed of the three PBDEs used in the present

studies (ca. 70% in rats and mice).  Administration of an equimolar dose of BDE47

resulted in ca. 75% absorption in rats and 85% in mice (Sanders et al. 2006).

Approximately 85% of a similar dose of BDE99 was absorbed in either rats or mice

(Chen et al. 2006b).  Thus, absorption and exposure data would indicate less

distribution of BDE153 to mammalian tissues, relative to the other two PBDEs.

However, differences in lipophilicity and extent of metabolism of the individual

congeners can lead to relatively higher (or lower) than expected levels of the

PBDEs, including BDE153, in some tissues as discussed below.

Sex-related differences were observed in tissue distribution of BDE153-

derived radioactivity in gavaged animals (Table 4.1).  However, because most of

these differences were only marginally significant, they are thought to be biologically

insignificant.  A notable exception was adipose tissue, where female mice contained

a higher amount of 14C than did female rats.  This difference was confirmed by body

weight-independent data (1.3 ± 0.3 vs. 2.9 ± 0.6 nmol equivalents/g for rat and

mouse, respectively).  The reason for this difference is uncertain.  Only one

statistically significant difference was detected in excretion data derived from

gavaged animals.  Male mice excreted slightly more 14C in urine than did the other

animals.  However, the difference probably had little or no biological significance,

given the negligible amount of 14C excretion in urine of all groups.  Together, the

disposition data indicate similar in vivo fates for BDE153 in male and female rats and
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mice following oral administration.

Statistically significant differences were detected when dose-response and

multiple dosing tissue distribution data for male rats (Table 4.2) were normalized to

the single dose of 1 µmol/kg, indicating dose-independent concentrations of 14C in

some tissues among some treatment groups.  However, the overall trends of 14C

tissue distribution and excretion support dose-proportionally in this range.

Interpretation of the data derived from repeated dosing was more ambiguous.  The

tissue burdens of 14C increased in all cases, but were variable among tissues with

regards to proportionality of the data.  Results indicated that 50% or more of a single

oral dose of BDE153 to rats remained in tissues, primarily adipose, 10 days after

administration.  Therefore, the whole body half-life of BDE153, much longer than the

dosing interval for repeated administration, probably influenced effects on

disposition, e.g. redistribution of 14C from individual doses.

The in vivo fate of BDE153 quantitatively differs from that of BDE47 and

BDE99 in rodents.  In the present study, male rats excreted only a trace of BDE153-

derived radioactivity in bile, all as parent chemical; whereas, after administration of

similar doses, excretion of BDE47- and BDE99-derived radioactivity was greater in

bile and mostly consisted of metabolic products (Sanders et al. 2006; Chen et al.

2006b).  In turn, BDE99-treated rats excreted greater amounts of metabolic products

in bile (and in urine) than did BDE47-treated rats.  Therefore, a conclusion can be

made that BDE99 undergoes the most, and BDE153 undergoes the least

metabolism of the three congeners in the rat.
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Rats and mice excreted very little 14C in urine following single dose

administration of BDE153; only about 1% of 1 µmol/kg was excreted in urine of

gavaged male mice.  This is in stark contrast to the % dose excreted in urine of

BDE47- and BDE99-treated mice.  Upwards of 40% of 1 µmol/kg of BDE47 and 10%

of a similar dose of BDE99 were excreted as starting material in urine (Sanders et al.

2006; Chen et al. 2006b).  Male mice consistently excreted more of each congener

in urine than did female mice following gavage (although some differences weren't

statistically significant).  Given the limited water solubility of PBDEs, it is probable

that one or more mouse-specific carrier proteins are responsible for excretion of

parent PBDEs in urine.  These putative carrier(s), probably major urinary proteins

(MUPs), are obviously affected by bromine content and are more prevalent in the

male mouse.  MUPs bind odorant molecules used for chemosensory signaling

among rodents (reviewed in Cavaggioni and Mucignat-Caretta 2000).

Quantitative differences in the fates of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 were

evident when the three congeners were administered together in equimolar doses to

rats.  Relative to each other, BDE47 accumulated to a greater extent in adipose

tissue, whereas BDE153 accumulated to a greater extent in liver (Table 4.3).

Explanations for these observations can be made based on comparison of these

data with those compiled following administration of individual congeners alone.

First, much of the 14C in liver of BDE99-treated rats consisted of metabolic products,

produced upon "first pass" to the tissue following oral administration.  BDE47 also

undergoes metabolism, but not as much as BDE99; therefore, relative to BDE99,
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more BDE47 should be available to sequester both in liver and in adipose tissue.

BDE153 would be expected to have a larger Kow than either BDE47 or BDE99

(Hardy 2004); therefore, BDE152 should accumulate to a greater extent in lipid of

liver and other tissues upon administration of equimolar doses of the PBDEs.  In

fact, a comparison of data presented here, in Sanders et al. (2006), and in Chen et

al. (2006b) from animals receiving repeated doses of 1 µmol/kg of the individual

congeners, demonstrated higher levels of BDE153 in most tissues, with adipose

tissue being a notable exception.  In the present PBDE mixture study, relatively

higher concentrations of BDE153 observed in liver may be explained by the

sequestration of BDE153 in lipid upon "first pass" exposure, followed by slow

clearance from the tissue due to minimal metabolism.  Further, the possibility of

selective binding of BDE153 to liver components such as CYP2B and/or CYP3A,

effectively increasing its half-life in the tissue, has not been determined.  The

contradictory observation of relatively lower BDE153 concentrations in adipose

tissue following administration of the PBDE mixture may be due to greater retention

of BDE153 in liver and other well-perfused tissues.  Consequently, less BDE153

would be available to sequester in poorly-perfused adipose tissue.

A meta-analysis of concentrations of PBDEs in extracted lipid from human

samples (milk and tissues, including blood) collected from 1970 to 2002

demonstrated a ratio of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 of ca. 5:1:1 (Hites 2004).  This

ratio dramatically differs from the ratio of these congeners in commercial mixtures,

e.g. 12:14:1 for the DE71 used in studies in our laboratory (Sanders et al. 2005).  In
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the present study, the ratio of the congeners in adipose tissue of rats receiving

equimolar amounts of the PBDEs by gavage was ca. 2:1:1 after three doses (see

Table 4.3), similar to that observed in human lipid.  This suggests that, following

exposure, distribution of all three congeners to adipose tissue may be similar in rats

and humans.  Further, it could be speculated that humans metabolize BDE99, based

on evidence presented here that the ratio of BDE47 to BDE99 in adipose tissue of

mixture-treated rats was metabolism-dependent.

Minimal metabolism of BDE153 in rodents observed in these studies was not

totally unexpected.  Metabolism of PCBs most readily occurs at sites with two

adjacent unsubstituted carbons (Matthews and Dedrick 1984) and the same

probably holds true for PBDEs.  Adjacent unsubstituted carbons are available for

metabolism on both the BDE47 and BDE99 molecules, but not BDE153.  Metabolic

pathways are similar for BDE47 and BDE99 in the rat, proceeding through formation

of potentially reactive arene oxides catalyzed by cytochromes P450 (CYPs) in the

liver (Sanders et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2006b).  Reactivity of BDE99 metabolite(s)

was indicated with the observation of apparent covalent binding of 14C with liver

protein in rats dosed with BDE99.  Further, covalent binding appeared to be linear

with dose.  Most metabolites of BDE47 and BDE99 were eliminated in bile and

excreted in feces (Sanders et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2006b).  As shown in Figure 4.2,

excretion of PBDE metabolites in feces increased over time following repeated

administration of the radiolabeled mixture, suggesting possible induction of

metabolism, particularly for BDE99.  BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 apparently
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activate the constitutive androstane receptor (CAR) in the rat, due to their abilities to

up-regulate CYP2B gene expression (Sanders et al. 2005).  BDE47 and BDE99 also

appear to be substrates for CYP2B (Meerts et al. 2000); therefore, may induce their

own metabolism upon repeated exposure.  BDE153 was poorly metabolized in these

studies, therefore is probably a poor substrate for CYP2B; however, as an inducer of

CYP2B (in the mg/kg range) would probably affect the metabolism of both BDE47

and BDE99.  Most of the metabolic products detected in feces of rats treated with

the radiolabeled PBDE mixture for three days apparently originated from BDE99

metabolism.  Further, quantitatively more BDE99 metabolites were present after

administration of 1 µmol/kg of BDE99 in a mixture than when administered alone

(compare panels B and C of Figure 4.2).  Additive induction of CYP2Bs by BDE47,

BDE99, and BDE153 probably accounted for this effect.

As for potential toxicity, neither BDE153, BDE47, nor BDE99 appear to be

dioxin-like in rodents.  Tissue distribution data indicated that these PBDEs have a

liver to fat ratio more in line with that of non-coplanar PCBs, such as 2,2',4,4',5,5'-

hexaCB (PCB153), rather than dioxin-like PCBs such as 3,3',4,4',5-pentaCB

(PCB126) (Lyche et al. 2004).  This is not surprising, since BDE47, BDE99, and

BDE153 are non-coplanar and have little or no apparent ability to induce CYP1A1

gene expression, as does PCB126 (Sanders et al. 2005).  Conversely, all three

congeners induce CYP2B gene expression in a similar fashion to PCB153.  Some

mechanisms of toxicity, such as disruption of thyroid hormone homeostasis in

rodents are probably shared by non-coplanar PCBs and the lower molecular weight
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PBDEs.  However, this mode of action as mediated by PB-like enzyme inducers at

relatively high doses is thought not to be relevant to humans (McClain 1995).

Results presented here and from previous work conducted in our laboratory

demonstrate that biotransformation pathways for BDE47 and BDE99 potentially

produce reactive intermediates possibly associated with some toxic responses

previously observed in rats.  BDE153 on the other hand, probably doesn't generate

much, if any, reactive products in the rat (or mouse); therefore, toxicity associated

with BDE153 exposure may better correlate with induction of enzymes such as

CYP2B and/or disruption of cellular membrane integrity mediated by the parent

chemical.

The relevance of rodent studies of BDE153 and other PBDEs in assessment

of risk to humans should be evaluated with care, particularly regarding metabolism

of these chemicals.  Metabolism and induction of PBDEs appear to be a "first pass"

phenomenon; therefore, the dose may be more critical to toxicity than total exposure

over time.  That is, once the majority of a PBDE dose is sequestered in adipose

tissue, little is available for further metabolism or enzyme induction that could

influence toxicity.  Further, the extent of PBDE metabolism in humans, exposed to

lower concentrations of PBDEs in the environment, may differ from rodents generally

exposed to higher concentrations in experimental studies.  Finally, potential species-

specific differences in activation of CAR and/or the pregnane X receptor (PXR) by

PBDEs and differences in substrate specificity between human and rodent CYPs

may affect rates and routes of PBDE metabolism.  However, regardless of toxicity,
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the accumulation of any xenobiotic in humans is a concern that may over-ride any

uncertainties in extrapolation of results from rodents to humans.
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Table 4.1. % Dose in tissues and cumulative excreta 24 h following
administration of 1 µmol BDE153/kg to rats and mice.

 Rats Mice

Tissue/ Female Male Male Female Male Male
Excreta po po iv po po iv

Blood 0.7 ± 0.2a,b 0.9 ± 0.1 1.6 ± 0.3c 0.4 ± 0.1b 0.7 ± 0.2d 0.7 ± 0.1

Liver 4.3 ± 1.0 5.8 ± 1.0b 6.5 ± 0.8 4.0 ± 0.9 4.0 ± 0.7b 3.8 ± 0.6

Adipose 12.9 ± 2.9b 16.7 ± 3.5 25.0 ± 1.7c 27.3 ± 5.8b 21.2 ± 1.8 24.2 ± 5.4

Skin 7.2 ± 1.5 8.3 ± 0.4 14.7 ± 0.7c 5.9 ± 0.4 6.9 ± 0.6 9.3 ± 2.7

Kidney 0.3 ± 0.1 0.4 ± 0.1b 0.4 ± 0.0 0.4 ± 0.1 0.6 ± 0.1b,d 0.6 ± 0.1

Lung 0.2 ± 0.0b 0.2 ± 0.0b 0.3 ± 0.0c 0.5 ± 0.1b 0.5 ± 0.1b 0.5 ± 0.1

Brain 0.2 ± 0.1b 0.2 ± 0.0b 0.3 ± 0.0c 0.6 ± 0.1b 0.5 ± 0.1b 0.6 ± 0.1

Muscle 10.4 ± 2.7b 13.4  ± 2.4 22.3 ± 4.1c 16.7 ± 1.8b 13.9 ± 0.8 16.8 ± 4.4

Urine 0.1 ± 0.0 0.1 ± 0.0b 0.2 ± 0.1 0.3 ± 0.1 1.0 ± 0.3b,d 2.4 ± 1.8

Feces 37.2 ± 11.7 32.0 ± 6.4 3.2 ± 0.2c 26.0 ± 4.6 31.5 ± 2.6 4.2 ± 1.1c

aEach value represents the mean ± SD of 5 animals.  bThe means are significantly different
between species (same sex).  cThe mean is significantly different from that of the
corresponding gavaged male animals.  dThe mean is significantly different from that of the
female of the same species.
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Table 4.2. Concentrationa of BDE153-derived radioactivity in tissues
24 h following administration of BDE153 by gavage to male rats.

Consecutive daily doses of 1 µmol/kg Single dose of:

Tissue 1 3 10 10 µmol/kg 100 µmol/kg

Blood 0.12 ± 0.01b 0.27 ± 0.08 0.56 ± 0.02c 1.47 ± 0.14 21.55 ± 4.29c

Liver 1.29 ± 0.26 2.84 ± 0.54 7.34 ± 1.06c 15.25 ± 3.14 169.63 ± 37.05

Adipose 1.57 ± 0.34 9.21 ± 0.97c 30.38 ± 3.04c 16.66 ± 2.96 217.28 ± 33.01c

Skin 0.54 ± 0.03 1.94 ± 0.10c 7.63 ± 0.52c 5.62 ± 0.80 69.97 ± 6.39c

Kidney 0.53 ± 0.12 1.12 ± 0.01 1.78 ± 0.46c 5.49 ± 0.84 65.41 ± 12.34

Lung 0.39 ± 0.11 1.17 ± 0.15 2.39 ± 0.38c 5.16 ± 0.85 55.96 ± 6.74c

Brain 0.24 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.07 1.61 ± 0.23c 2.61 ± 0.39 31.14 ± 4.55c

Muscle 0.28 ± 0.05 0.70 ± 0.18 2.42 ± 0.69 3.11 ± 0.69 34.10 ± 8.74

Thyroid 0.50 ± 0.04 1.23 ± 0.35 6.60 ± 1.37 6.32 ± 1.37 56.66 ± 14.40

Thymus 0.80 ± 0.18 1.15 ± 0.09 6.86 ± 4.70 6.32 ± 2.54 59.43 ± 14.47

Adrenal 5.75 ± 1.31 11.23 ± 1.84 19.54 ± 3.68c 59.75 ± 9.88 496.00 ± 34.74

anmol/g.  bEach value represents the mean ± SD of 3-5 rats.  cThe mean is proportionally
lower or higher to that of the mean of the corresponding tissue of rats receiving 1 µmol/kg
following normalization of the data.
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Table 4.3. Relative % total peak areas of three PBDEs from HPLC
chromatograms of 14C recovered from male rat tissues 24 h following daily

administration of a mixture of 1 µmol/kg of each congener.

Daily
Doses BDE47 BDE99 BDE153

Mixturea - 36 ± 0 36 ± 1 29 ± 1

Adipose 1 46 ± 3b 32 ± 2 22 ± 3
3 51 ± 2 26 ± 1 23 ± 1

Liver 1 19 ± 2 18 ± 2 63 ± 3
3 19 ± 1 9 ± 1 72 ± 2

aData are the mean ± SD of relative peak areas of the PBDEs following three
injections of the dosing solution into the HPLC system.  bValues are the mean ± SD
for one injection each of solvent extracts of tissue from 4-5 rats/group.
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Figure 4.1.  Representative HPLC (system #1) chromatogram of the commercial
flame retardant DE71.  Peaks 1, 2, and 3 contain BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153,
respectively.
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Figure 4.2.  Representative HPLC (system #2) chromatograms of 14C recovered
from feces of rats receiving PBDEs by gavage. A) 0-24 h feces after 1 dose of a
mixture of 1 µmol/kg each of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153. B) 0-24 h feces after 3
doses of the mixture. C) 0-24 h feces after 3 doses of BDE99 alone.  Peaks 1, 2,
and 3 are BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153, respectively.
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5.  SAFETY ASSESSMENT OF PENTABROMINATED DIPHENYL ETHER
 MIXTURES USED AS FLAME RETARDANTS

5. 1. Introduction

The risk and severity of fires are reduced by the use of specific chemicals

having flame retardant properties (BSEF 2006).  Flame retardants are essential

ingredients in materials containing synthetic polymers more flammable than natural

polymers, e.g. cellulose. The use of flame-resistant materials provides up to a 15-

fold increase in escape time in the event of a fire.  An estimated ca. 300 lives were

saved in the U.S. in the year 2000, over 3000 lives were saved in the U.K. from 1988

to 2000, and fire deaths were reduced by 20% in Europe in a recent 10 year period,

due to the use of flame retardants.  The most efficient flame retardants in terms of

cost and performance are those containing bromine.

Polybrominated diphenyl ethers (PBDEs) are an important group of

brominated flame retardants (BFRs) used as additives to polystyrene, e.g. plastic

housings of electronic equipment, resins and coatings (electronic and textile

industries), and flexible polyurethane foam, e.g. chair cushions (IPCS 1994; Kirk-

Othmer 2006).  Three primary PBDE mixtures have been produced based on

bromine content.  Decabromodiphenyl oxide (decaBDE mixture) contains ca. 97-

98% of the fully brominated congener BDE209, octabromodiphenyl oxide (octaBDE

mixture) primarily contains hepta- and octaBDE congeners, and pentabromodiphenyl

oxide (pentaBDE mixture), mainly used in polyurethane foam, is composed primarily

of tetra-, penta-, and hexaBDEs.  Two commonly used pentaBDE mixtures were

Bromkal 70-5DE™ (BK70), previously produced in Europe, and Great Lakes DE-
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71™ (DE71), previously produced in the U.S.  The five most abundant PBDEs in

these mixtures are 2,2',4,4'-tetraBDE (BDE47), 2,2',4,4',5-BDE (BDE99), 2,2',4,4',6-

BDE (BDE100), 2,2',4,4',5,5'-BDE (BDE153), and 2,2',4,4',5,6-BDE (BDE154)

(Sjödin et al. 1998; Chen et al. 2006a).  Unfortunately, as a consequence of their

beneficial use, these five PBDEs, as well as other PBDE congeners of pentaBDE

mixtures have been detected in the abiotic and biotic environment, including air,

sewage sludge, sediment, fish, birds, and mammals (de Wit 2002).  BDEs 47, 99,

100, 153, and 154 are the major PBDEs detected in human tissues and fluids and

evidence indicates that body burdens of these chemicals have increased over time

in some populations (Meironyté et al. 1999; Schecter et al. 2003; Hites 2004; Sjödin

et al. 2004).  PBDEs may enter the environment as a result of waste that is

incinerated, leached from landfills, or volatilized into the air (Darnerud et al. 2001).

Major routes of human exposure may involve dermal exposure or inhalation

of PBDEs adsorbed to dust or ingestion of PBDEs in food (Schecter et al. 2004,

2005).  A meta-analysis by Hites (2004) indicated that the sum of BDEs 47, 99, 100,

153, and 154 in milk and tissues in the U.S. population was ca. 35 ng/g lipid versus

ca. 2 ng/g lipid in Europeans.  The differences in PBDE concentrations among these

populations was not surprising, given that 95% of the world's use of pentaBDE

mixtures has occurred in the U.S.  Further, current concentrations of PBDEs in

humans represent a 100-fold increase over those detected in samples from the

1970s.  Darnerud et al. (2001) estimated total intake of PBDEs in the Swedish

population at 51 ng/day (less than 1 ng/kg/day for a 70 kg person).  McDonald
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(2005) has calculated the mean body burden and median intake of PBDEs in U.S.

women at 90 ng/g lipid and 16 ng/kg/day, respectively.

Observations of toxicity in rodents exposed to pentaBDE mixtures have

raised concerns regarding the possibility of similar effects in humans exposed to

PBDEs in the environment.  Recent work reported by the present author and

colleagues is relevant to correlation of toxicity in rodent studies to dioxin-like and

phenobarbital-like activity of pentaBDE mixtures as well as metabolic activation of

PBDEs.  The following commentary addresses the relevance of these findings to

assessment of risk to humans exposed to these chemicals.
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5.2. Dioxin-like properties of pentaBDE mixtures in rodents:
 Relevance to humans

It has been suggested in the scientific literature that PBDEs contribute to

dioxin-like activity in the environment.  This supposition largely has been based on

observations of induction of CYP1A1 in rodents exposed to pentaBDE mixtures (von

Meyerinck et al. 1990; Hallgren et al. 2001; Zhou et al. 2001, 2002).  Induction of

CYP1A1 is a property of dioxin-like chemicals (Puga et al. 1992).  Dioxins are

lipophilic, accumulate in the environment (as do PBDEs), and are potent toxicants,

more so in some species, than in others (Birnbaum 1994).  Exposure to the most

potent dioxin, 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (TCDD), a by-product of

combustion and some industrial processes, can lead to diverse toxicological effects

in animals such as teratogenesis, immunosuppression, carcinogenicity, and

developmental neurotoxicity (Birnbaum 1994; Kakeyama and Tohyama 2003;

Mimura and Fujii-Kuriyama 2003; Powers et al. 2005).  TCDD is classified as a

human (Group 1) carcinogen by the International Agency for Research on Cancer;

although, the classification is controversial (Cole et al. 2003; Steenland et al. 2004).

Chloracne is the only apparent acute effect linked to humans exposed to high doses

of TCDD in industrial settings and following the accidental release at Seveso, Italy in

1976 (Bertazzi et al. 1998).  Up to 56,000 parts per trillion (ppt) of TCDD were

detected in serum of chloracne sufferers collected soon after the event, compared to

a median value of 5.5 ppt in a reference population.  As of 1998, there were

indications of increased mortality, cancer, and diabetes rates for the exposed

population; however, these results were viewed as inconclusive because of difficulty
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measuring long-term effects (Bertazzi et al. 1998).  Still, based largely on toxicity

studies in animals, including neurobehavioral effects in monkeys, the U.S. Agency

for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) has estimated an oral minimal

risk level (MRL) of TCDD to humans at 1 pg/kg/day, equivalent to 50 ppt in

environmental matrices (ATSDR 1998).  Therefore, TCDD, is considered to be

hazardous to humans and its release into the environment is stringently monitored

and regulated to minimize risk of exposure.

One approach for assessing risk associated with exposure to a halogenated

aromatic hydrocarbon (HAH), such as a PBDE, is by determining its toxic

equivalency factor (TEF), a measure based on relative toxicity to that of TCDD (TEF

of 1) (Safe 1994).  The World Health Organization's (WHO) criteria (as described by

Behnisch et al. 2003) for using this approach is as follows:  The chemical must share

a certain structural relationship to polychlorinated dibenzodioxins and furans

(PCDD/Fs), i.e. must be planar (or coplanar), must bind to the aryl hydrocarbon

receptor (AhR), must elicit AhR-mediated effects, and must be persistent and

accumulate in the environment.  For example, coplanar PCB126 (3,3',4,4',5-

pentachlorobiphenyl) is an AhR agonist, but is only 1/10 as potent as TCDD at

inducing CYP1A1; therefore has a TEF of 0.1 (Kafafi et al. 1993; Safe 1994).  In

contrast, non-coplanar PCB153 (2,2',4,4',5,5'-hexachlorobiphenyl) is a poor ligand

for the AhR, has little ability to induce CYP1A1 and has no assigned TEF.  PBDEs

appear to meet all of the WHOs criteria for using the TEF approach to assess risk of

dioxin-like toxicity to humans.  PBDEs are persistent and accumulate in the
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environment.  Further, as previously mentioned, pentaPBDE mixtures induce

CYP1A1 expression in rodents, an effect mediated through activation of the AhR.  If

PBDEs indeed are dioxin-like in nature, then their accumulating concentrations in

humans are of great concern.

The following is an evaluation of the criteria needed to be satisfied to justify

the inclusion of PBDEs into the TEF scheme for identifying dioxin-like chemicals.

First, there is no doubt that lower molecular weight PBDEs have accumulated in the

environment and have accumulated in some human populations.  However, this

property is not exclusive to dioxin-like chemicals.  For instance, non-coplanar PCBs

(having little or no affinity for the AhR) share this trait with dioxin-like chemicals

(Schecter et al. 1994).  The other WHO criteria are intimately associated with each

other and can be concurrently discussed.  Induction of CYP1A1 expression, as

demonstrated by pentaPBE mixtures requires activation of the AhR by a planar or

coplanar ligand (Birnbaum 1994).  Planarity for TCDD is defined by the dihedral

angles around each carbon-oxygen bond.  Those angles are ca. 0° for TCDD as

opposed to ca. 90° for BDE47, as calculated by a method described in Sanders et

al. (2005) and depicted in Figure 1 of that work.  A value similar to that for BDE47

was obtained for a PBDE without ortho-bromines (3,3',5,5'-tetraBDE or BDE80).

Thus, molecular mechanics calculations indicate that PBDEs are non-coplanar and

logic dictates that these molecules should have little or no capability to induce

CYP1A1.  It could be speculated that under physiological conditions a PBDE

molecule could assume the twist conformation described by Hu et al. (1994); a
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theoretical coplanar conformation that might bind the AhR.  However, this theory is

probably more reasonable for congeners that lack ortho-position bromines with less

steric hindrance to phenyl ring rotation.  Limited data from in vitro studies indicated

affinity of some PBDEs for the AhR or up-regulation of Ah-mediated gene

expression by PBDEs (Chen et al. 2001; Villeneuve et al. 2002).  However, in these

studies AhR activity was non-existent or weak for BDEs 47, 99, 100, 153, and 154

(all containing ortho-position bromines).  Clearly, the PBDEs of most concern to

humans have little or no dioxin-like activity, at least in in vitro assays.

 The most plausible theory for explaining dioxin-like activity for pentaPBDE

mixtures is contamination by dioxin-like chemicals.  Polybrominated dibenzodioxins

and furans (PBDD/Fs) can form upon combustion of PBDEs (Sakai et al. 2001;

Weber and Kuch 2003); therefore, it seems logical that these chemicals could form

upon production of PBDEs.  Further, the presence of PBDD/Fs has been reported in

an unidentified PBDE product (Hileman et al. 1989).  Other evidence indicating

dioxin-like chemical contamination of PBDEs comes from an in vitro study by Peters

et al. (2004), who demonstrated that BDE77 induced CYP1A1, but highly purified

BDE77 did not.  This observation mirrors one for the structurally similar

polychlorinated diphenyl ether, CDE77, shown to induce CYP1A1 in H4IIE cells prior

to, but not after, clean-up on a floracil column (Koistinen et al. 1996).  Further,

neither CDE47 nor CDE99, comparable in structure to their brominated

counterparts, induced CYP1A1.  Work reported by the present author and

colleagues demonstrated, for the first time, the presence of low levels of PBDD/Fs in
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DE71 and some of its PBDE components (Sanders et al. 2005).  In that study, an

increase in CYP1A1 expression of treated rats correlated well with the amount of

dioxin-like contaminants contained in the different congeners.  Further, a structure-

activity relationship for up-regulation of this gene in rats was observed for PBDF

constituents present in DE71.  It is obvious that other molecules in PBDE

preparations are dioxin-like, and are likely responsible for most, if not all, CYP1A1

induction observed in rodents exposed to pentaBDE mixtures such as BK70 and

DE71.

One last issue must be addressed before totally absolving PBDEs of

contributing to dioxin-like activity in the environment.  As previously mentioned,

PBDEs can form PBDD/Fs upon combustion (Sakai et al. 2001; Weber and Kuch

2003).  Therefore, it is possible that the primary source of PBDD/Fs from PBDEs

would arise from combustion of discarded consumer products; however, this method

of waste management is generally not practiced in first world countries where most

of these products exist.

Little data are available describing concentrations of PBDD/Fs in the general

population.  Cramer et al. (1990) analyzed adipose tissue collected in 1987 from 48

individuals from different parts of the U.S.  No measurable PBDD/Fs were found in

these samples at limits of detection ranging from 0.73-120 pg/g for six different

PBDD/Fs reported by the present author and colleagues to be constituents of DE71

samples and/or individual PBDE congener components (Sanders et al. 2005).  A

recent study by Choi et al. (2003) measured and compared PBDE levels with those
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of PBDD/Fs in adipose tissue collected in 1970 and in 2000 from Japanese women.

Interestingly, the sum of seven PBDEs, including BDEs 47, 99, 100, 153, and 154,

increased from a median of 29.2 in 1970 to 1288 pg/g lipid in 2000; whereas, the

median levels of the sum of four PBDD/Fs decreased from 5.1 to 3.4 pg/g lipid within

the same time-period.  All four PBDD/Fs were detected in PBDE preparations in our

study (Sanders et al. 2005).  Taken as a whole, these measurements give some

assurance that PBDD/Fs are not prevalent in humans and cannot be correlated with

the temporal increase in PBDEs in humans.

It is the present author's opinion that PBDEs fulfill only one of the WHO

requirements for inclusion in the TEF approach for identifying dioxin-like chemicals;

they are persistent and accumulating.  Therefore, it can be concluded from the

weight of evidence that PBDEs pose little or no danger for dioxin-like toxicity to

humans at current exposure levels, and should be regulated accordingly.
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5.3 Phenobarbital-like properties of PBDEs in rodents:
  Relevance to humans

Molecular mechanics calculations reveal V-shaped conformations for PBDEs

(Hu et al. 1994; Wang et al. 2005; Sanders et al. 2005).  This is typical for inducers

and/or substrates of CYP2B (Lewis 1996).  Phenobarbital (PB), another molecule

that has a V-shaped conformation, is a well-studied inducer of biotransformation

enzymes, including CYP2B, CYP3A, aldehyde dhydrogenase, epoxide hydrolase,

NADPH CYP P450 reductase, glutathione S-transferase, and UDP-

glucuronosyltransferase (UDPGT) (Waxman and Azaroff 1992; Lewis 1996).

CYP2B and UDPGT are induced in rodents exposed to pentaBDE mixtures (Carlson

1980a, 1980b; von Meyerinck et al. 1990; Fowles et al. 1994; Hallgren et al. 2001;

Zhou et al. 2001, 2002); and individual PBDEs (BDEs 47, 99, and 153) have been

shown to up-regulate both CYP2B and CYP3A gene expression in rats (Sanders et

al. 2005).  Therefore, PBDEs appear to fit the major criteria for identification as PB-

like enzyme inducers (Waxman and Azaroff 1992).  A toxicological endpoint in

rodents chronically exposed to PB is carcinogenicity (Whysner et al. 1996).  PB and

PBDEs are considered to be non-genotoxic; both exhibit negative, or at best, weakly

positive results in genotoxicity studies (IPCS 1994; Whysner et al. 1996).  On the

other hand, PB promotes tumor formation in both thyroid and liver of rodents

(McClain 1989; Whysner et al. 1996).  No carcinogenic studies have been reported

for lower molecular weight PBDEs; however, because they are PB-like enzyme

inducers, their potential as nongenotoxic carcinogens must be considered.

Therefore, the following text discusses PB-mediated effects in rodents, particularly
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those leading to tumor promotion, the relevance of similar effects in PBDE-exposed

rodents, and the relevance of these effects to humans.

PB exerts its carcinogenic effect through epigenetic mechanisms, i.e. no

direct interaction with DNA (Williams and Whysner 1996).  Evidence for epigenetic

mechanisms includes cell damage in target organs, enhanced cell proliferation,

clonal expansion of preneoplastic cells, and inhibition of cell-to-cell communication.

Biological responses that appear to be intimately associated with PB-mediated

tumor formation are increased secretion of trophic hormones, receptor activation,

and enzyme induction (Lima and Van der Laan 2000).  Tumor formation in rodents

exposed to nongenotoxic carcinogens is dependent on a threshold dose.  For

instance, no observable effect levels (NOELs) for tumor formation in liver of various

rat strains exposed to PB ranged from 0.5 to 6 mg/kg/day (Williams and Whysner

1996).  These values correspond to exposures ranging from 10 to 125 ppm in feed.

Further, a threshold effect for liver tumor promotion was apparent in rats with effects

observed at exposures to PB of 250, but not 125 ppm in drinking water for 70 days

(Pereira et al. 1986).  Calculations made by the present author, based on

assumptions for amounts of water consumed and body weights, would indicate a

threshold dose between 4-8 mg/kg/day for liver tumor promotion in that study.

Thresholds for PB-mediated tumorigenesis in rat liver appear to be within the same

order of magnitude associated with enzyme induction.  For example, Tavoloni et al.

(1983) determined that the threshold for total CYP induction, and for UDPGT

induction, in rats receiving ip injections of PB for 6 days was 1-3 mg/kg/day.  PB-
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mediated induction of CYP2B in rats has been shown to be regulated by the nuclear

constitutive androstane receptor (CAR) and PB-mediated tumor promotion in liver

has been shown to be CAR-dependent in mice (Yoshinari et al. 2001; Yamamoto et

al. 2004).  Presumably, each observation holds true for the other species.  These, as

well as results demonstrating induction of over 30 biotransformation and oxidative

stress genes in PB-exposed rats, support the theory that tumorigenesis in liver of

rodents exposed to PB-like inducers is linked to oxidative stress (Elrick et al. 2005).

Formation of "unquenched" reactive oxygen species following increased CYP

activity may impart a selective growth advantage to initiated hepatocytes (Klaunig et

al. 1995).

Although PB exposure alone has not been shown to cause thyroid tumors in

rodent bioassays, repeated high-dose exposure of PB to rodents promotes formation

of thyroid tumors after exposure to a genotoxic agent (Whysner et al. 1996).  The

mechanism of thyroid neoplasia as described by McClain (1989) is as follows:  1) PB

induces UDPGT.  2) UDPGT catalyzes the conjugation of UDP-glucuronic acid to

thyroid hormone T4.  3) Increased excretion of the glucuronide conjugate in urine

results in decreased T4 levels in serum.  4) A compensatory increase of serum levels

of thyroid stimulating hormone (TSH) occurs. 5) Over-stimulation of the thyroid by

TSH may result in follicular cell hypertrophy, hyperplasia, and eventual neoplasia

from proliferation of genetically-unstable cells.  As with PB-mediated tumorigenesis

in liver, activation of CAR is required for thyroid tumor formation in PB-exposed rats

(Qatanani et al. 2005).
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It can be argued, based on similarities to PB, that PBDEs would promote

tumors in rodents.  The thresholds for up-regulation of CYP2B gene expression in

rats dosed with either BDEs 47, 99, or 153 were in the range of 0.5 to 6 mg/kg/day

(Sanders et al. 2005).  Transcriptional activity of this gene presumes activation of

CAR; therefore, expression of CYP2B protein(s) as well as that of UDPGT should be

induced in this range.  These values are within the same order of magnitude as

thresholds of induction of these enzymes by PB in rodents and thresholds needed

for formation of tumors.  Therefore, a predicted outcome in rodents chronically

exposed to lower molecular weight PBDEs in the mg/kg/day range would be tumor

formation in the liver.  Further, exposure to DE71 has been shown to decrease

circulating levels of T4 in rats at a threshold somewhere between 3-10 mg/kg/day in

female rats (Zhou et al. 2001, 2002).  It is apparent that PBDEs are capable of

disrupting thyroid system homeostasis; therefore, are probable thyroid tumor

promoters in rodents, as is PB in the initiation-promotion model of multistage

carcinogenesis.

PB has been administered chronically to humans as a treatment for epilepsy

at doses in the 3-4 mg/kg/day range, in or near the range associated with

tumorigenetic response in rodents (Whysner et al. 1996).  However, all available

epidemiological evidence indicates that humans receiving PB are not at risk for

increased incidence of liver tumors, or for tumors of any type.  For instance, studies

have tracked over 7800 epileptics receiving PB in the mg/kg/day range for decades

(some exposures as early as 1933) with no evidence that PB is carcinogenic in
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humans (Olsen et al. 1995).  A threshold dose for PB-mediated liver tumoregenesis

apparently is higher in humans than in rodents.  Humans may be less susceptible to

liver tumor promoters due to the fact that non-exposed rodents, particularly mice,

have foci of preneoplastic cells that are lacking in humans (Williams and Whysner

1996). The etiological evidence in PB-exposed humans also precludes PB as a

tumor promoter in human thyroid.  McClain (1995) concluded there is little, if any,

risk for thyroid neoplasia to humans exposed to nongenotoxic chemicals exerting

their effects through thyroid hormone disruption. The author's conclusion is

supported by distinct species differences in thyroid gland biochemistry and

physiology.  For instance, T4 is predominately transported by thyroid binding globulin

(TBG) in humans and has a half-life of 5-9 days.  In contrast, rodents have no TBG;

their T4 is transported by proteins having less affinity for the hormone and has a

much shorter half-life (12 h).  Size, location, and incidence of spontaneous neoplasia

of follicular cells are also different in rodents and primates. Together, these

differences indicate that rodent thyroid is much more active and susceptible to

increases in TSH than human thyroid.  PB does not appear to be carcinogenic to

humans repeatedly exposed to doses in the mg/kg range.  The same probably holds

true for other PB-like inducers with similar thresholds of induction.  Therefore, it is

the present author's opinion that PBDEs pose little carcinogenic risk to human

through PB-like epigenetic mechanisms at current exposure levels.
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5.4 Disposition and metabolism of PBDEs in rodents:
  Relevance to humans

McDonald (2005) estimated lipid concentrations of PBDEs in rodents causing

no (NOEL) or lowest (LOEL) observable effects in toxicity studies and compared

them to lipid-normalized concentrations in human tissues and fluids.  For many of

the studies, the concentrations in rodent lipid were calculated to be much higher

than in humans (100s to 1000s-fold higher) and the NOELs/LOELs ranged from 0.5-

3 mg/kg.  However, two recent rodent studies with reproductive endpoints for toxicity

associated with BDE99 exposure (Talness et al. 2003; Kuriyama et al. 2005)

demonstrated a LOEL of 60 µg/kg with concentrations of PBDEs in lipid near those

detected in humans; thus, indicating risk to humans in the µg/kg range of exposure.

Human exposure to PBDEs are generally in the ng/kg/day range, at least three

orders of magnitude lower than the µg/kg dose range causing minimal reproductive

effects in rodents.

The tissue comparisons as calculated by McDonald indicate that PBDEs

would accumulate to a greater degree in humans if exposed to similar doses.

However, the presence of xenobiotics in fat depots, such as adipose tissue, could be

considered to be inconsequential to toxicity, unless the chemical is rapidly mobilized

from these sites.  Therefore, the greatest risk to humans upon exposure to PBDEs

would be before they are sequestered in fat and the fact remains that general human

populations are exposed to lower concentrations than those causing toxicity in

rodents. This may provide some assurance that the risk to the general population to
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PBDEs is low and should be lower in the future as a result of cessation of pentaBDE

production.

Some human populations may be sensitive to PBDEs mobilized from fat

depots.  For instance, human perinates could be exposed to higher concentrations

of PBDEs than the general population due to mobilization and transfer of the

mother's body burdens of PBDEs to the fetus or nursing infant.  This is of particular

concern due to observations of neurotoxicity and reproductive system toxicity in

developing rodents exposed to PBDEs (McDonald 2002; Birnbaum and Staskal

2004). The risk of exposure of PBDEs to perinates is uncertain and cannot be

adequately determined based on current data.  However, it must be pointed out that

concentrations of PBDEs are generally presented on a lipid-adjusted basis;

therefore, the perceived amount of exposure is higher than if calculated for total

tissue or fluid volumes.  For example, milk from a cohort of U.S. women contained

only 5 ± 2 % lipid, by weight (Mosley et al. 2005).  Therefore, PBDE concentrations

would appear to be much lower if calculated on the basis of the total volume of milk.

Further, thyroid hormone is necessary for normal brain development in animals and

humans (Porterfield 2000).  Perturbations of thyroid system homeostasis in PBDE-

exposed rodents have not been adequately addressed in prior toxicity studies

demonstrating developmental neurotoxicity in rodents.  Risk to human perinates may

in fact be lower than feared if it is found that phenobarbital-like effects of PBDEs

and/or effects of PBDD/Fs contaminants in PBDE dosing preparations contribute to

this toxic response in rodents.
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  Toxicity in PBDE-exposed rodents may be dependent on either the parent

chemicals or their metabolic products.  For instance, our studies demonstrated that

BDE153 was subject to minimal metabolism, but appeared to be a more potent

inducer of CYP2B than the more extensively metabolized BDE99 (Sanders et al.

2005; Chen et al. 2006b; Sanders et al. 2006b).  Therefore, toxicity mediated

through enzyme induction, e.g. oxidative damage, may arise as a consequence of

movement of parent PBDEs across cellular membranes.  Further, the presence of

these lipophilic chemicals in the cellular membranes themselves may cause cellular

injury due to disrupted signal transduction.  Our work also demonstrated genotoxic

potential for BDE47 and BDE99; both are metabolized through reactive

intermediates.  Additionally, we have shown that BDE99-derived metabolite(s) can

covalently bind to protein; therefore, may be capable of interaction with DNA.  In our

rodent studies, detoxication of BDE47- and BDE99-reactive metabolites appears to

occur by way of conjugation reactions (Sanders et al. 2006a; Chen et al. 2006b).

Fortunately, many DNA-reactive animal carcinogens do not cause cancer in humans

even at high exposures (Williams and Whysner 1996).  This may be due to more

efficient detoxication and DNA repair mechanisms in humans.  It could be

speculated that even if humans metabolize PBDEs, such as BDE47 and BDE99, to

DNA-reactive metabolites, few of these molecules would be present because of low

exposure and deposition of much of the initial dose in adipose tissue (thus, not

available for metabolism).  Potentially fewer, if any, reactive molecules would escape

detoxication by phase II enzymes and genotoxic risk to humans should be low.
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 PBDEs have some structural resemblance to T4 and have been shown to

bind human thyroid receptor and transthyretin, in vitro (Marsh et al. 1998; Meets et

al. 2000).  T4 is hydroxylated at one para position.  Hydroxylated PCBs, particularly

at the meta or para positions, are ligands for transthyretin and PBDEs apparently

require metabolism (presumably hydroxylation) to bind transthyretin (Lans et al.

1993; Meerts et al. 2000).  Hydroxylated PBDEs have also been shown to be

estrogen receptor agonists in vitro; whereas, unhydroxlyated PBDEs only weakly

affected receptor activity (Meerts et al. 2001).  Studies conducted by the present

author and colleagues as well as others have shown that BDE47 and BDE99

undergo hydroxylation in rodents (Örn and Klasson-Wehler 1998; Hakk et al. 2002;

Marsh et al. 2006; Sanders et al. 2006a; Chen et al. 2006b).  However, the effects of

hydroxylated PBDE metabolites on thyroid hormone receptors and

estrogen/androgen receptors in an in vivo rodent model have not been

characterized.  This work is essential as a prerequisite for determining risk to

humans.  Finally, any such risk to PBDE-exposed humans would be dependent on

exposure amounts and extent and specificity of metabolism.
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5.5 Conclusions

Lower molecular weight PBDEs have potential to accumulate in lipid

components of human tissues and fluids and PBDEs have been shown to cause

toxicity in rodents, indicating risk to humans exposed to these chemicals.

Characterization of toxicity of a chemical in rodents is essential for assessing risk of

toxicity to humans.  Studies conducted in our laboratory have relevance to the

understanding of some of the mechanisms of toxicity in rodents exposed to

pentaBDE mixtures; thus have relevance to assessment of risk to humans exposed

to these chemicals.

Our work has, for the first time, included an analysis of a commonly used

pentaBDE mixture that has provided a solid correlation of dioxin-like effects of these

mixtures with the presence of polybrominated dibenzodioxins and furans (PBDD/Fs).

These results suggest that conclusions drawn from all rodent toxicity studies of

PBDEs, alone and in mixtures, may be flawed, i.e. some of the toxicity previously

attributed to PBDEs may in fact be due to PBDD/Fs.  Conversely, we have shown

that individual PBDEs are phenobarbital-like, and support this conclusion with data

demonstrating threshold levels for CYP2B and CYP3A gene induction.

Consequently, it can be predicted that PBDEs are tumor promoters in rodents.  Our

work also demonstrated that the extent of metabolism of PBDEs is congener-

dependent and that BDE47 and BDE99 are potentially genotoxic to rodents.

The relevance of our rodent studies to a safety assessment of PBDEs in

humans are:  1) Humans apparently are not at risk for dioxin-like activity of PBDEs.
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2) Humans are at little or no risk for either PBDE-mediated epigenetic or genetic

carcinogenicity at current levels of exposure. 3) Work is needed to determine if

humans are at risk for toxicity arising from potential formation and interaction of

PBDE-derived reactive metabolites with thyroid and estrogen/androgen receptors.
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6.  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The hypothesis of the present work was that the biological effects of a

pentaBDE mixture are described by the biological effects of specific components of

the mixture.  Results proving this hypothesis have been presented and discussed in

Chapters 2-5 of the text.  In Chapter 2, conformational evidence as well as gene

expression data were provided indicating PBDEs, including a congener without

ortho-substituted bromines, are non-coplanar.  This supports the supposition that

these molecules are poor AhR agonists and are not dioxin-like.  Further, an analysis

of DE71 proved samples used in these experiments were contaminated with dioxin-

like molecules and data indicated that it is these chemicals, not PBDEs themselves,

that are responsible for previously observed dioxin-like activity in rodents exposed to

pentaBDE mixtures.  Other data from gene expression experiments demonstrated

that BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 up-regulated CYP2B and CYP3A expression with

similar potency and efficacy as non-coplanar PCB153; thus, all three are responsible

for PB-like enzyme induction observed in previous studies of pentaBDE mixtures.

Chapter 3 gave a comprehensive look at the fate of BDE47 in rodents, searching for

dose response thresholds and species and sex differences that might influence in

vivo toxic response to this congener.  These studies demonstrated (for the first time)

that BDE47 metabolism proceeds through reactive intermediates and provided

evidence that BDE47 is a substrate for CYP2B.  Further, accumulation of BDE47 in

rodent tissues was quantitatively described.  These data will be useful for correlating

toxicity to tissue concentrations in rodents and extrapolation of rodent data to
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humans.  Lastly, a logical explanation for the species difference in urinary excretion

of BDE47 was provided.  Chapter 4 explored the fate of BDE153 in rodents, and as

for BDE47, searched for dose-response thresholds, sex and species differences,

and quantitatively determined accumulation of BDE153 in tissues over time.

Further, a mixture study of BDE47, BDE99, and BDE153 provided evidence of

quantitative differences in the fates of the three congeners in vivo.  The relevance of

these data (Chapters 3 and 4) to the hypothesis of this work was that each congener

has different potential for toxicity in rodents based on differences observed in their

metabolism and disposition.  Finally, results presented in Chapters 2-4 have

provided the basis for a commentary presented in Chapter 5 that suggests that

current human exposures and tissue concentrations of PBDEs may not pose

extreme risk to the general population.

In summary, the information presented in this dissertation has demonstrated

that the biological effects observed in rodents exposed to a commercial PBDE

mixture are not entirely described by PBDE exposure.  Undoubtedly, dioxin-like

contaminants have contributed to toxicity previously observed in rodents exposed to

lower molecular weight PBDEs.  Therefore the conclusions drawn from many of

these prior studies may not be useful for risk assessment for humans exposed to

PBDEs in the environment.  On the other hand, PBDEs assuredly are capable of

generating toxic response in rodents through PB-like effects, based on their ability to

up-regulate CYP2B and 3A gene expression with similar potency to PCB153.  It is

predicted that chronic exposure to rodents to high doses of BDE47, BDE99, or
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BDE153 would result in tumor promotion in thyroid and liver.  It could also be

speculated that, of the three congeners, BDE153 would be the more potent promoter

of liver tumors, based on greater affinity for BDE153 for the tissue.  Finally, BDE47

and BDE99 may in fact, prove to be genotoxic in rodents, based on their abilities to

generate reactive intermediates upon metabolism.  Results presented in Chapter 4

indicated that BDE99 was metabolized to a much greater degree than BDE47 or

BDE153 and reactive BDE99 metabolites were covalently bound to macromolecules.

Therefore, it is probable that BDE99 would have the greatest potential to generate

tumors through interaction with DNA.  However, based on current exposures to

lower molecular weight PBDEs, it is likely that detoxication mechanisms would

diminish the genotoxic risk, and high thresholds of enzyme induction would diminish

the epigenetic risk to humans.  In conclusion, studies described in this dissertation

were designed to contribute to the understanding of mechanisms of toxicity of

PBDEs in rodents, with the ultimate goal of providing useful data for assessing risk

due to PBDE exposure to humans.


